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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, we take a deep dive into vaccine passports with Nick Corbishley, author of

“Scanned: Why Vaccine Passports and Digital IDs Will Mean the End of Privacy and Personal

Freedom.”

In my mind, there’s little doubt that the primary reason for the rollout of the COVID jabs was not for

public health but to justify the rollout of vaccine passports, which in turn are just the Irst iteration

of a much broader mechanism to surveil, track, manipulate and control the population of the world.

Corbishley has been a journalist, writing about politics, Inance and privacy issues for the past

decade. While based in Barcelona, Spain, he’s been contributing to two U.S. blogs since 2013.

“Israel was the ,rst democratic country to launch digital IDs, in February, 2021, and when I

started to see what was going on there, I began to get very concerned,” Corbishley says. “I

wrote an article in April 2021, raising my concerns about the risks these vaccine passports

posed.

Then, little by little, I began to see what's happening in Europe. I began to see what was

happening in Italy, in France, when the so called Green Pass was launched in June. This

was a document that was supposed to be created to enable travel between countries in

Europe.

Very quickly, it began to be used to control access to public services, access to public

places within one's own country. We were beginning to see restrictions that we'd never seen

in our lifetime.

So, I began to write more and more and this brought me to the attention of the Vermont-

based publisher, Chelsea Green. We had some conversations and we decided that there

was an opportunity to write about something that everybody should know about. Even at

this stage. It's not being talked about anywhere near as much as it should be.”

Two Key Concerns

One of the primary concerns vaccine passports bring to the fore is related to privacy. If

implemented, they will strip us of most of the privacy we’re used to. It’s quite clear that they are a

precursor to digital identity and a far more invasive type of digital surveillance apparatus.

“The passports essentially function as a gateway to allow government to herd us into a

totally new reality where our actions, our movements, our thoughts, our behavior are

tracked and surveilled,” Corbishley says.

But it's not just about surveillance. It’s also about forcing compliance, and that’s the second key

concern.

“If we've learned one thing about the vaccine passport, this is about changing the way we

relate to government, and it's about changing the way government relates to us, the

governed.

If you do not do exactly what the government says going forward, whether that is putting

one jab inside your arm, whether is putting two jabs inside your arm, or however many jabs

inside your arm, you will be deactivated. You will not be able to access the most basic

services and the sort of places that we need to be able to participate in society and

economy.”

Surveillance on Steroids

Of course, we’ve been under surveillance for many years already. All Google-related technologies

are tracking and surveillance technologies. Our cell phones track and surveil us. Ditto for Facebook

and other social media platforms. They’re all harvesting personal information and keeping tabs on

everyone’s whereabouts.

We also know these technologies have been used to inXuence and manipulate people’s thoughts,

beliefs and behavior. Up until now, however, all of that manipulation has been covert. The system

that’s being erected now is unique and new in that the forced compliance will be, in many cases,

overt — blatant and indisputable, as punishment will be tied to things like your personal Inances

and travel privileges. 

Clearly, the vaccine passport is a platform to which they can add central bank digital currencies

(CBDCs). So, as an example, the government could put out a political narrative, and if you vocalize

disagreement, there goes access to your bank account. Or your travel privileges. Or your loan

application.

With Google-based smart homes, it’s not even impossible to foresee a future in which you could

simply be locked inside your home if you were to be labeled a dissenter. Or locked out of your

home. Or they could shut off your utilities.

The possibilities to punish dissenters are endless when everyone and every THING is digitally

identiIable, trackable and wirelessly connected. With a single keystroke, someone you don’t know

can shut down your life, rendering you homeless and helpless.

Chances are, there won’t even be a live person anywhere for you to contact with your grievances.

Much of the system will be run by artiIcial intelligence and various algorithms. It’s important to

realize that if we accept vaccine passports, we’re basically giving our consent to everything that

comes after, Corbishley warns. We’re accepting that this is our future.

Why We Must Reject Digital IDs and CBDCs

We must also remain alert to the rollout of other control mechanisms that are just as problematic

as the vaccine passports, especially digital IDs and CBDCs, but also any number of other digital and

biometric controls. As explained by Corbishley:

“Right now, in Canada, we've got the premier of Ontario saying that they are going to

withdraw the vaccine passports. We've got Alberta saying it's going to withdraw the vaccine

passports.

This is the message we're getting from all over the Western world. It's like, ‘It's time to take

a step back. We are now going to let you live your life. We're going to let some kind of

normality return.’

You're seeing Scandinavia talking about doing away with vaccine passports altogether. So,

it's interesting to see some countries using that language. But I think you have to be very

careful because as they're talking about doing this, they're ushering in digital identity

systems, which are going to be on a much grander scale than the vaccine passports ...

They are instituting digital identity that is going to allow not just this kind of control of your

vaccine status, but control of your tax records, control of your employment records ... And

they will include ... your vaccine status. So, it's extremely disingenuous. I think they are

misleading their populations in a very dark way ...

All of these things are happening, but the ultimate step is probably the central bank digital

currencies, which are likely to come on board in the next three to ,ve years.

The chairman of the Bank of International Settlements, Agustín Carstens, who used to be

the chairman of the Bank of Mexico, openly said that the wonderful thing about central

bank digital currencies is that it allows them to track everything you do.

What he didn't say is that it allows them to deactivate an account. It allows them to stop

people from being able to transact. They didn't go that far. But he said that this is so

different from cash. So yeah, people are not realizing just how this control grid is being

built, little by little, piece by piece, but they need to start paying attention before it's too

late.”

They’re Building a Social Credit System

By now, many are familiar with the social credit system in China, or have at least heard of it. How

does this system compare or relate to vaccine passports and digital IDs?

“I think that the social credit system in China is, to a certain extent, a template. It's where

governments probably want to go. They would like to be able to use the new technologies

we have to nudge people into the right sorts of behaviors without having to use more overt

punishment.

You can either reward people for doing the right sort of things, or you can give them a little

digital spank every now and then when they're doing the wrong sort of things. I think that

that is where China is leading the way.

Ironically, in the research I did for my book, I found that while China’s ambitions with the

credit social credit system are essentially unfettered — they want total control — they're not

there yet.

They're still running quite a few pilot schemes. So, it depends where you are in China, the

extent to which you are exposed to this kind of system, where you're getting points for

good behavior and where you're getting points deducted for bad behavior.

But the template is there. You've also got companies like Ant Financial and Tencent. These

are the equivalents of Google, Facebook, whatever, that are running their own social credits

schemes within their own little universe. So, it's a very complex situation in China. It's not

as complete as some might believe, but the intention, the ambition, is huge.

I would say that we are de,nitely seeing examples of this beginning to feed through into

the West. We're seeing banks talk about using our social media behavior to determine our

credit score, which is very similar to what they're doing in China. There's clearly the means,

and there's clearly a desire to push in that direction.”

Unity Is the Challenge of Our Lifetime

The challenge we now face is that, to have any chance of preventing this control grid, we need to be

uniIed. The problem is, many simply aren’t able to see the dangers. Most people under the age of

30 are used to doing just about everything on their phones, and the convenience of digital IDs and

digital banking is alluring.

Organizations such as the World Economic Forum and many of the central banks that are pushing

the rollout of this control grid can also make it impossible or near-impossible to live without a

digital ID and CBDCs. Already, we’ve seen leaders saying, out loud, that their goal is to make life as

dibcult and inconvenient as possible for anyone without a vaccine passport. They’ll do the same

for digital IDs and CBDCs.

“One of the best examples is Italy,” Corbishley says. “If you want to see a country that has

really gone into sixth gear with the vaccine passports, it’s Italy. They’ve said, ‘Look, if you

don't have this document, you cannot work. You cannot get on a bus and go across town.

You cannot get on the metro. You cannot access retail premises apart from supermarkets,

pharmacies, petrol stations and pet stores.’

You have basically closed down, narrowed down the existence to such a limited one that

most people end up just saying, ‘OK, let's do it. I don't have an alternative. I'm not going to

survive this way.’

If you have a mortgage and your ,nances are already tight, and your government is telling

you, you're not going to be able to work, most people crumble, and so they're able to do it ...

A journalist in Canada was talking about the truckers, the Freedom Convoy. He was saying,

‘These guys don't represent Canadians; 90% of Canadians have taken the vaccine and

they're all perfectly happy with the restrictions, the mandates.’ It's like, how do you know

how many of those 90% actually took the vaccine because they had no choice? It was a

very disingenuous argument.”

How to Prepare for the Inevitable

While the situation is bleak and dire, Corbishley doesn’t believe vaccine passports, digital IDs and

CBDCs are inevitable. “I think we're in the midst of a major battle,” he says.

“ I think there will be this creation of a parallel
community, a parallel society, where people are
able to function. We're seeing signs of bartering
beginning to take place within a community like
that in Italy. They are surviving as best they can —
and we're talking about millions of people who
haven't crumbled. They've not given way yet. ~ Nick
Corbishley”

The question is, how can we win when all the cards seem stacked against us?

“I think that we have to, No. 1, inform as many people as possible. That's why I wrote the

book. I wrote the book hoping to reach people who maybe had been vaccinated, but were

beginning to have certain doubts, people who were on the fence.

I mean, I know plenty of people who have had two shots, who are wary about having a third

one. I know plenty of people who have had two shots, have had Omicron, and they're now

thinking, ‘Why the heck am I having to take a third shot?’ People are beginning to question

this.

I think that we are in the midst of what can only be described as an existential battle. If we

lose this battle, it can be very didcult, as individuals, to protect ourselves because the

degree of control they will have over us is going to be huge.

I think there will be this creation of a parallel community, a parallel society, where people

are able to function. We're seeing signs of bartering beginning to take place within a

community like that in Italy. They are surviving as best they can — and we're talking about

millions of people who haven't crumbled. They've not given way yet.

That gives me a certain amount of hope. I think the fact that people have grown tired of the

restrictions means that government is having to, to a certain extent, reconsider, but at the

same time, they are pushing through digital IDs.

I think this is what is really important for people to understand. While they’re saying, ‘We

are going to abandon the vaccine passports,’ in most countries where they're saying this,

that is not the case. In the U.K., they've not done that. They have simply shifted from a

mandatory vaccine passport to a voluntary vaccine passport.

You've got vaccine passports very much in use for international travel. So, if you're British,

you want to travel to mainland Europe, if you've not got your vaccine passport, you're not

going to be able to go mainland. It’s the same if you're European and want to go to the U.S.

So, there is so much happening it's hard to keep track. That is coming from somebody who

spends most of his day trying to keep track of these things. If you are just someone who is

working a 9-to-5 job and you get home and you've got three kids to look after, it's going to

be much harder to keep abreast of these developments.

I have a certain amount of hope that they haven't won yet. But it's an immense amount of

power they have. We are talking about organizations like the World Economic Forum, which

represents hundreds of the most powerful companies on the planet. We're talking about the

most powerful governments on the planet.

So, it's going to be a huge battle, and they've got most of the advantages in this battle. But I

do think that what's happening in Canada suggests a resistance can be formed. I think that

resistance is growing in Germany. It's certainly growing in Austria. The government is

beginning to have second thoughts about the vaccine mandate.”

Expect Economic Collapse

There are also the growing economic risks, globally, to consider. The central banks around the

world have painted themselves into a corner and they can’t get out. We are almost certain to see

another Inancial crisis. It’s only a matter of when.

There is already clear evidence we are in the early stages of economic collapse, and that’s a parallel

issue that needs to be taken into consideration when trying to predict what might happen with

digital IDs and CBDCs, as they’re all connected. To prepare for an inevitable economic collapse, I

would suggest focusing on improving your resiliency on a local level.

For example, make sure you have access to water supplies other than your tap, grow your own food

and develop relationships with other local growers and farmers to build your food security.

These are very basic things that can save your life when everything collapses and your dollar,

drachma or euro becomes It for use as toilet paper. Having food, water, shelter and community

makes you far more resistant to tyranny because if you don’t have these things, you need the

government to provide them for you.

“I think the community is essential,” Corbishley says. “Having people who are of a similar

mindset, of a similar worldview, people you can de,nitely count upon ...

Resilience is going to be very tough. As a result of the lockdowns, small businesses are in

serious straits. They've had to take on huge amounts of debt just to weather the lockdowns

… There's no doubt that large companies have much easier access to cheap debt than

small companies ...

This is tragic because small businesses are a fundamental cornerstone of the community.

They're a fundamental part of the global economy and, even more important than that,

small businesses are run by independent people. If we begin to see a massive culling of

small businesses, then we are going to see less independence and more dependence. So,

that is one area which deeply concerns me ...

I think the most important thing, and the hardest thing, is to maintain your humanity. I think

that is fundamental and that is why having a community around you that you love and that

loves you is absolutely essential to surviving this. I don't think you can be an island and get
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loves you is absolutely essential to surviving this. I don't think you can be an island and get

through what’s coming.

Another thing I would suggest, if you do have money, if you have investments, is to diversify

as much as possible — probably not best to have all your money in a bank, and especially

not one bank ...

If you look at countries like Mexico, going through the Tequila Crisis in the 1990s, or Brazil,

going through the huge hyperinhation it had, how do you survive that relatively intact?

When you own real assets, you own property. Maybe you own precious metals ... In Turkey,

inhation is absolutely surging and people are using gold, they are looking at

cryptocurrencies. They are doing anything except keeping their money in Turkish lira.”

More Information

So, in closing, the best you can do right now is to educate yourself about the impending digital

control grid, share information, resist and oppose any and all attempts to implement vaccine

passports or digital IDs, take a stand for freedom, build community and prepare for deteriorating

economic conditions by diversifying your monies and investments.

To learn more, be sure to pick up a copy of Corbishley’s book, “Scanned: Why Vaccine Passports

and Digital IDs Will Mean the End of Privacy and Personal Freedom.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Inally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Guillermou
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The vaccine passport marks a course of total submission where humanity prey to the domain of the mind is led to diseases and hatred

of the unvaccinated. They do not realize that said passport opens the way to a much deeper state: disease for life, a depressed

immune system, being exposed to covid with more cases of death and serious illness, control and surveillance, poverty, inequalities,

division and the social credit system. This report is very descriptive: Americans are being Ired for "thought crimes" for "expressing

their opinions." “Truth is now treason in the empire of lies”, prepare for a large-scale Communist China-style social credit system being

imposed on America.  Social credit scoring is a way that governments, banks, and insurers rate you for your actions both online and

oline. allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Are_Being_Terminated_For_Thought_Crimes...  (2021)

The CDC/NIH/WHO/Gates/government sociopaths, Rockefeller, Fauci etc are orchestrating this disaster by adopting draconian

interventions like immunity certiIcates, forced vaccination, torpedoing our sovereign rights and ultimately declaring war against life.

All the measures seem aimed at the virus continuing to live in all people, vaccinated and unvaccinated, but truly those who are

spreading the new strains are the vaccinated. The objective, all the freedoms for the vaccinated to spread the new strains and force

the unvaccinated to inject themselves with the deadliest biological weapon in history. What you want to achieve is to hypnotize the

human mind and the result is that many people trust the rulers and their doctor.
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We have the ID2020 program that was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, the WEF and lGAVI and aims to inject every

human being with microchips that can be accessed remotely using 5G and later 6G technologies. It is a totally electronic

identiIcation, which links everything with everything of each individual (health, criminal, banking, personal and private records,

etc.), being administered by a state agency or in extremis, by the private sector”, reports The Burning Platform on technology.

This centralized general electronic data collection program will proIle all citizens of Germany and grant access to all

government agencies, police departments and agencies as well as the private sector.

The technology will be forced on everyone. WEF founder Klaus Schwab promised this with the rhetoric of the “Great Reset”,

which is materializing at “breaking speed”, thanks to the plandemic. It is Gates, Rockefeller and other globalists who are

injecting endless money to subject us to the total loss of freedoms of a fascist state.

www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament..

 www.theburningplatform.com/2021/11/30/digital-tyranny-and-the-rockefel..  (11 /30/2'21) While all Americans are being

aggressively pressured to be hit at "extreme speed." Tens of millions of people have lost their jobs, thousands have committed

suicide, and all you do is keep poisoning people.

Regaining freedom has been the name of the game for quite some time, and the process has reached a fever pitch when

desperate Americans agree to destroy their bodies in exchange for a little "new normal." What is the result, a new step to the

loss of freedoms and thousands of injured by vaccines. Terrible future imposed by the terania. It is necessary to Ight for

freedom. Saying no to passports is saying no to “vaccines”, to the social credit system
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Darzoum
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"Passports constitute a registration system to distinguish between vaccinated and unvaccinated and what seems certain that it

will be used to promote any nefarious objective that the manipulators of the Great Reset have planned, such as the Social Credit

System, in their way of enslaving the people. to turn them into transhumans." Hi Guillermo, it seems to me that political freedom

is only a base-camp condition, and that there are other levels of "freedom" to exercise beyond that. But that basic political

freedom is essential for people to exercise their powers of choice and decision in order to grow in Freedom. Everything

proposed by these technocratic values is a counterfeit of real life processes; what they propose as solutions only move in the

wrong direction, thus proving that people can be smart, powerful and wealthy and still be ignorant and bereft of wisdom.
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GUI CertiIcates for experimental products that do not provide immunity? What goes around comes around...

www.legendsofamerica.com/ah-patentmedicine
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big47846
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Worldwide 1776 coming soon that will destroy the evil satanic demon socialist fascist communist marxist zionist khazarnazi

bolshevik FAKE Jews that control the worlds big pharma, big business, big banking, big energy, and world governments. People

are waking up to the reality of what is actually going on worldwide with the kabal's evil agenda. People are realizing that the

inoculations are NOT vaccines, and that their friends and family, and millions of people are dying and being maimed worldwide,

and "they" can no longer hide it! There are over 200 million 2nd amendment loving Americans in this country that are AWAKE to

the tyrants agendas, know what they are trying to pull, and are NOT going to allow their takeover of the world. Their agenda is

crumbling, and it is going to come to an end damn soon one way or another. May God be with us all.
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“For the reality we live in is the product of power and not truth.” Richard Otto (Rethinking America – Lies Masquerading as Truth)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Guillermou and everybody, we must not comply and we must not Play Victim. Please see my thread regarding the laws here in

the USA which prohibit theft of property, and very speciIcally prohibits it from the government. If Anybody with a capital A

wants to allege that the banks are not part of that they are wrong, and further the law prohibits grand theft from any private

cross sector. Need we say any more? Why are we all playing victim? This only enables the rise of dictatorship, grand theft and

crime! Do not participate and do not encourage this with the victim attitude! That is just what they want, and once again it is all

based on lies! the law prohibits it! We must all Stop, stop playing victim!
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fundamentalassumptions
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Big, you are right that God hates fake Jews. There are two kinds of those deIned by God's word as Revelation 2&3 KJB make

plain. Those relating to Smyrna & the early church that are persecuting ethnic Jews, Rev 2. Those relating to Philadelphia that

are the fake Augustinian Jews, the replacement theologians, Rev 3. Romans 9-11 KJB tells us what our relationship is to be to

God's chosen people, the Jews, who are our enemies for the Gospel's sake as the born again saints of this age (& there are

many deceived & pretenders there, too: idolators, ritual sorcerers, hirelings, false shepherds, pretend 'christs', making their own

way counter to the scriptures, even daring to add to & remove from the scriptures, whom Christ will reject saying: I never knew

you, as written: be warned), but beloved for the fathers' sake; also warning apostate professing Christians, mostly Gentiles, that

as the Lord judged Israel, so too, will he judge them: and how much easier to cut off the unnatural branches graffed in? and to

graff back the natural branches?  Isaiah, Daniel, Ezekiel, Zechariah & many other passages refer to God's later dealings with the

Jews, more details in Revelation 6-18 where the imagery & details are ALL Jewish: for a reason.

The saints of this age are neither Jew nor Gentile, but Christ all & in all.

Galatians 3. Colossians 3 KJB.  Men play games with their selective hates, their impure & false 'loves'...but God is plain & it is

written what he hates.  He will give them over to their desired delusion. 2 Thess 2 KJB. They will receive the counterfeit christ,

along with many lost Jews: but he will betray as written, the Jews will realize & Xee Jerusalem (Zechariah/Revelation

11KJB)...the nations who hate them, siding w/the beast, the man of sin will be judged in the battles at the stream Kidron, & the

valley of Megiddo. You need to get over yourself, all self-righteousness, & into the book. Zeitgeist is propaganda, surely as the

Protocols.
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Well stated, Gui. Don't forget WEF's other very signiIcant phrase; "Build Back Better"! I see it everywhere I go (in the middle of a

"pandemic"?!); entire blocks of houses and businesses being torn down/demolished, only to be replaced with "smart" and

expensive buildings and dwellings! I've seen more developments within the past three years - then what existed, previously! It's

totally out of control; and I'm the only one, at least in my area, who even notices!
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imaginal110
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I like Darzoum's observation that political freedom is only a base camp condition. And Mirandola saying that we must not

succumb to victimhood.  Our active claiming of freedom and of our voice for change is needed, our stepping into it. DeIning

what humanity means for ourselves and live it. We've become more passive than we know. An analysis won't be enough as

analysis is interesting but not transformative. Transformation is needed in the way we live our lives.  Like the Israelites had to

leave their slavery in Egypt at great personal cost, we're challenged to leave our subjugation. It won't be easy but NOT standing

up, claiming our freedom and power will be so much worse.
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“The rhythms of history have always been orchestrated by the ghouls of banking and trade.” - Paul Vonharnish - (11/9/2020)
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We have a secret weapon in the US that Canada and Australia don't have -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/why-vaccine-social-passports?utm_source=..
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Gratitude for the interesting comments that denounce the tyranny and propose to continue Ighting for freedom. Humanity is

ruled by globalist elites that mark a fascist state that classiIes the good and trustworthy (vaccinated "and rejects the bad (not

vaccinated), deserving of punishment. It is the world upside down to achieve the purposes of humanity. WEF with the Great

Reset. In his book, Orwell wrote about an all-powerful Big Brother "surveillance state" that was tracking everyone in real time.

Even at home, the government was always watching and manipulating. The technology that Orwell is established by

authoritarian governments that obey the slogans of the globalist elites are steps already taken by China and now emerge

strongly in the US and in the world.

Surveillance cameras proliferating in Chinese cities identify each person, whose information is then stored in a massive

database. Purchases, most of which are now done electronically, and habits are included, of course. Whether a person is

smoking on a train, carelessly crossing the street, all activity is recorded and logged. What is being done without satellites will

be done with artiIcial intelligence.

For example: It turns out that many scientists are simply too afraid to question government dogma on Fauci Xu shots for fear of

losing grant money or even their careers. When the decision is between going on just to get along or challenging the system

and risking it all, many choose the former. With the Social Credit they will expose themselves to being expelled from their

profession and their belongings with only a camera to monitor their actions.

dailysceptic.org/2022/02/20/scientists-reluctant-to-study-vaccine-side..  (02/20/2022)
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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“The illusion of freedom will continue as long as it's proItable to continue the illusion. At the point where the illusion becomes

too expensive to maintain, they will just take down the scenery, they will pull back the curtains, they will move the tables and

chairs out of the way and you will see the brick wall at the back of the theater.”—Frank Zappa We have been robbed of the

freedom to move freely, we are cornered by laws, Ines and penalties that regulate and restrict our autonomy, and surveillance

cameras that monitor our movements. We have lost property interests in our homes and our bodies, there can be no such

freedom when the government can seize your property, raid your home and dictate what to do with your bodies, By gradually

curtailing freedom of speech, assembly, privacy, etc.), the government has freed itself from its contractual agreement to respect

the constitutional rights of the citizenry that would protect us from the long arm of government.

Privacy, freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and submission to the tyranny of authority. Those

responsible for this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of

a psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of

people on their way to the Great Reset.

The hope that as much as the government hates it and those of us who seek the "truth" still have this ability to think for

ourselves and Ind information that sets the course for true science and freedom. WITH WORLD LEADERS LIKE THESE, WHO

NEEDS ENEMIES? Robert W Malone MD. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/sunday-strip-887?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA1N..

 (02/27/20022)
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mirandola... Our justice system is collapsing just like every other system. Med, ed, econ, etc. There is no respect for law and

some people are more equal than others. It may take a revolution to restore the republic when law no longer works.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Almond I don't blame you one bit for your discouragement with the crumbling Injustice System and you are right about that. Yet,

it remains true that a) people and entities don't like to spend their time in court, time is money. So keep the lawsuits coming,

keep 'em in court, keep 'em busy, this way they have no time to create mischief and must literally pay (their lawyers) for their

so-called "mistakes"...which really are not mistakes at all b) Please let us note, and take heart, from the fact that RFK has

reported about school districts backing down on mask and vaccine mandates---guess when? When they were sued. Please note

that Canada's Great Dictator has back peddled why? Becuase of *Legal* pressure from the Senate and the people and the

trucking convoys.

C) Last but not least, let us take heart from the fact that the truth does not like to see the light of day. The truth is mightier than

the sword! D) If dictatorships such as Iron Curtain countries fell down in multiples because the masses got up and protested,

where those dictatorships quite literally gunned people down for speaking up, well if the voices of the masses caused such

dictatorshps to fall under those conditions, it can surely happen here too. And it will. The great wakeup movement has begun.

We all see the trucking convoys, the huge mobs protesting ever so peacefully world wide, and the lawsuits not only by Reiner

Fuellmich but in the International Criminal Court, in India's Bar Association, Iled by literally dozens of State Attorneys General

and Governors, the list goes on and on! Take heart, there is hope! The masses have enormous power, make no mistake about it!

Why else is the media recruited to brainwash? As the masses wake up, t hings will change, and they already are waking up. I did

not say all people are awake, but I am saying that the wakeup movement has already, massively begun.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond et al, I love Ghandi's quote here. “When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love have

always won. There have been tyrants and murderers, and for a time, they can seem invincible, but in the end, they always fall.

Think of it--always.” ― Mahatma Gandhi
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balhawk
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Tyranny tends to have a short shelf life where it hasn't been the historical norm.
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tswearin2
Joined On 3/1/2012 12:06:46 AM
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Feb 24, 2022 A National Vaccine Pass Has Quietly Rolled Out – And Red States Are Getting On Board ven as the omicron variant

loosens its grip on the world, destinations continue to require travelers to show proof of vaccination. And, increasingly, a paper

CDC vaccination card is not cutting it. While the United States government has not issued a federal digital vaccine pass, a

national standard has nevertheless emerged. To date, 21 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico offer accessibility to

the SMART Health Card, a veriIable digital proof of vaccination developed through the Vaccination Credential Initiative (VCI), a

global coalition of public and private stakeholders including Microsoft, Salesforce, Oracle, the Mayo Clinic and other health and

tech heavyweights.

And very soon, at least four more states will be rolling out access to SMART Health Cards. “We've seen a notable uptick in

states that have obcially launched public portals where individuals can get veriIable vaccination credentials in the form of

SMART Health Cards with a QR code,” says Dr. Brian Anderson, co-founder of the VCI and chief digital health physician at

MITRE. www.forbes.com/sites/suzannerowankelleher/2022/02/24/national-vaccine-..
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rminardo
Joined On 12/30/2021 7:30:27 AM
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Mandatory Vaccine Passports? ? ? Not In America Dude.......We aren't puppets here. We can effect change if and when things

become necessary ! ! ! ! !
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM
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I have seen some of the Ields sitting behind/within the QR Code in the Canadian vaccine *pass*. Saw them in a video on

Rumble and photographed them - sorry, I didn't note the title of the video. Many are marked Reserved For Future Use. They

include: height, weight, eye color, hair colour, ethnicity, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status, driver's licence,

organ donor, religion, political registration, citizenship status, smoker, known allergies, previously institutionalized, suicide

attempts, pre-crime index (?), PAL (?), no-Xy list, DUIs, sex offender registry, violent offender, Irearm prohibition, warrants, credit

score, active loans, pending bankruptcy and quite a few other Ields.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please post an article about the CAUSE of skyrocketing real estate prices: Corporations buying up single-family homes and

becoming corporate landlords. Main Street Renewal is one such company. Please research it. Where I live, homes have

increased by $100,000 in just 2 years! If you look on Zillow.com, some areas have more rental properties than for-sale homes

on the market.  Please write an investigative piece on how Wall Street is trying to turn the US into a nation of renters, thereby

robbing people of the chance to build equity and generational wealth. Advise your readers to NOT sell their house UNTIL they

buy a new one Irst. Explain how they can use a bridge loan to cover the cost since this is deInitely a sellers market. This type

of news article will quickly grab the attention of atypical Mercola readers. It will be an excellent way for us to reach our

apathetic family members and friends who otherwise don't care about vaccine mandates.
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM
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It makes me sick to think my grandson will be living in such a world. Why would anyone want to have children is beyond my logical

thinking.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only if we participate in it. Invoke the law, and know that powers that be back down when the laws are invoked!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dictatorship of the governments commanded by the globalist elite is becoming extreme and the people before drowning

must react. The latest developments suggest that the COVID-19 narrative is unraveling amid huge protests around the world.

However, the reactions of the globalist elite, instead of moderating their actions, undertake repressive actions with the

passports of a fascist state. The word of the people remains not to submit to the tyrannical empire. FREEDOM IS NEVER

VOLUNTARYLY GIVEN BY THE OPPRESSOR; MUST BE DEMANDED BY THE OPPRESSED -Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I state that "an entire generation of children is being destroyed"; that is not just one man's "opinion". I know what I see -

and I see it with total clarity. The masks (on toddlers) restricting the amount of oxygen that reaches their still developing brain;

is only one aspect - but a very important one. Talk about abnormal/arrested development!
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It won't last long. The Reset is unsustainable. Keep your offspring healthy and educate them properly. Above all teach them right

from wrong.
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Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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@ulika7, I count among the wisest choices I have made during the course of my life the following two choices: (1) I chose never

to marry, and (2) I chose never to be a father. The result has been that I enjoy a level and scope of freedom that my friends and

acquaintances--all married with children--had at one time, surrendered, and can never know again. I have never allowed myself

to fall for the propaganda of "The American Dream" comprising a spouse, brats, and a mortgage with a white picket fence aroud

it. The consequence has been that nothing and no one has me by the throat. I have enjoyed a range of freedom and an amount

of personal wealth and power that I will Ight to the death to maintain and defend.

I see no glory in continuing my name or bloodline after I am dead, for, being dead, I will not be in any condition to be aware of

and revel in that glory. Given the ubiquitous irrationality that I have witnessed people display and attempt to "defend" before

SARS-COV-2 arrived, and ever since, I concluded many years ago that the world neither deserves any progeny from me nor all of

the positive, constructive things that they could have accomplished and produced.
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Those without the mark of the beast will not be able to buy or sell... Think of this. You will not be allowed to enter stores and places of

business. You will not have a credit card to make online purchases or services. Your greatest risk may be losing your land and the roof

over your head for nonpayment of taxes if you are outside the Inancial system. Ideally, you will be in a position to barter a good or

service and the buyer pays your tax bill.  Presently, my husband and I try to reduce our use of credit cards and pay cash for as much as

possible.  I now realize how many things, inc. your purchases, reXect on your social score. What clothing-food-car you buy and

whether you buy it from a PC company.

Meat, fossil fuels, clothing brands, etc. In a more positive line of thought. We will prob start simplifying our lives much more this year.

We will use even less sugar and I will can simpler kinds of plain recipes that stretch ingredients further. I will continue to shop second

hand stores. We will continue to recycle and repurpose, too. Also, your religion, political abliation and donations. That may explain

why you see so many companies going "woke" and donating to far left causes.  Trudeau just gave us a lesson in how banks can seize

what you have earned.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good advice, Almond. I would just add, or emphasize, that many of us have been conditioned to think that the latest thing is the

best thing. This is often a technological prejudice, coupled with the idea of a throw-away society. Combine those two trends and

we’re surrounded by products that you either can’t repair, or that were never intended to be repaired. I used to often keep my

own cars running just out of economic necessity as a young student. I had an old VW bus back in the 70’s that, on a couple of

occasions I repaired—or at least got going again—on the side of the freeway with some bailing wire, and once reconnected a

snapped accelerator cable with the only thing I had on me, a rubber band.

Today’s high-tech, computerized cars invite no such adventures. I learned from my Dad, who grew up dirt poor during the Great

Depression, to never throw out raw materials, such as scrap wood, nails, bolts, etc, and so learned how to improvise with

whatever was at hand; I wouldn’t trade that experience and training for anything. Likewise, I’ve noticed that new clothes now

often seem to just dissolve in the oddest places… that is, in places that aren’t even subject to extra wear such as knees or

elbows; I’m assuming they are using cheaper (shorter staple?) threads, but offering no discounts for sub-standard quality.

So don’t assume “new” equates with “better” in this area either. Take inventory of your surroundings, including raw materials

that might have formerly been considered junk or trash; ask yourself if you would be able to make such a material or thing under

more primitive circumstances and then reevaluate its worth in practical terms, not in dollars.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond and David, the globalist elite are directing us to a society of consumerism based on laws that they impose,

disregarding human freedom to decide our actions based on real needs that promote a sustainable economy, an economy

based on individual effort. to achieve more equality, to avoid hunger, so that solidarity and freedom of decision reign. Passports

or any other type of certiIcation are linked to the social credit system that would depend on the interconnectivity of thousands

of databases. A Communist China-style social credit system in America is coming in a rush The most profound changes our

society has seen during the Internet age are far ahead, with China's social credit system a combination of government and

corporate surveillance that gives citizens a 'score' that can restrict people's ability to take actions, such as buying plane tickets,

acquiring property or taking out loans, due to 'behaviors'".

Social credit scoring is a way that governments, banks, and insurers rate you for your actions both online and oline.

Overspending or associating with the wrong people could lower your score and lead to Inancial and social constraints. Check it

out at this link. allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Are_Being_Terminated_For_Thought_Crimes...  (2021). It is necessary to Ight

against the slavery of the Great Reset. We do not want to have owners who take away our freedom of thought and action. We do

not want the new landowners of big capital, the monopolies and the surveillance state, the technocratic forces and the

transhuman man, and of course we do not want vaccines or the Social Credit System
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo, I just found out I have a decent ESG credit score in spite of the fact that I drive a fossil fuel truck--ha! (My husband

prob has a lower score because he buys our fuel in his name, he is a veteran, and registered as a conservative voter.) I realized

there are some things we have done right. Paid cash for our old trucks and bought from a private party long ago. Yes, there may

be registration records, but prob less scrutiny. Likewise, we paid cash for our "2A" purchased from private parties back when

that was done without record keeping.

We hunt, so I rarely buy meat. Found a m o cheap at an estate sale and paid cash--wow! Reloading. I have archery equipment. I

do my own brewing, so we buy little alcohol. Purchasing the wrong (not PC) clothing/company is not an issue because I "shop"

craigslist free and secondhand stores. (So, in a way, I am very environmentally-minded about recycling useful clothing.) My

second-hand purchase receipts are not itemized. Oh, yes, one other thing.

At election time, we can vote for either party--registration does not matter. Decided we needed to keep an eye on the SOB

candidates, so hubby and I agreed to register for different parties. We tossed a coin and I lost, so I am considered a good

liberal... at least on paper. As for community action, I have been involved in a lot of teaching and garden groups, even some of

them with govt alliances. However, my work has always targeted educating people to be self-reliant. Still, it makes me look like

a card-carrying environmentalist.

(I am an environmentalist with a small "e", not the radical kind. I do my thing and help others learn.) I have long paid cash for

certain items, but will do even more so now. I also stored clothing and work boots back when times were better and people were

discarding things that were not absolutely perfect in appearance--little stuff, no one would ever notice... like a tiny ink dot on a

hickory work shirt. Also, military camo gear--terriIc for hunting.
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MamaBear760
Joined On 2/27/2022 3:41:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See what they are doing in China: www.wakingtimes.com/chinese-citizens-will-have-to-get-their-faces-scan..
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Beware of another Holodomor, www.history.com/.../ukrainian-famine-stalin
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Randyfast
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"Likewise, I’ve noticed that new clothes now often seem to just dissolve in the oddest places… that is, in places that aren’t even

subject to extra wear such as knees or elbows; I’m assuming they are using cheaper (shorter staple?) threads, but offering no

discounts for sub-standard quality." David; all 'regular' clothing from the last decade or so, are made cheaply, with cheap

materials and are quite toxic, if manufactured from GMO cotton; actually, even from the chemicals they use during processing.

They fall apart, quite easily. The only evidence you need; is the amount of 'lint' (microIbers) that end up in the lint screen - at

least, whatever hasn't simply gone down the drain, into our water supply. I have a set of bed sheets that were made a few

decades ago and after they're dry, the amount of lint is almost undetectable. What is there; is probably from a previous

wash/dry! We lost the concept of "Quality Control" a long time ago!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, what is a "2A"
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy... Today, I am still wearing the chore coat I got free on craigslist at least a decade ago. It is not pretty, but it is still holding

togehter, has good pockets, a hood and covers my butt. It keeps me warm. The trees and deer have not complained about my

fashion choices. You know what else? I serves me well for the garden work that puts food on my table. I am unconcerned about

what people who complain about food affordability have to say.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT... Look it up under "deInition" and Igure it out. There are words I do not like to use because of censors. You don't want

everything you buy registered.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Grulla & all... My family were farmers in Europe in places where borders lines often changed due to war. The elders in my family

spoke of these times in Europe. No food, no transportation. Senseless crime and killing for no reason. Constantly Xeeing war

zones with only what they could carry. Grateful for any food or shelter... an uncle happy to be able to build a hard bed from scrap

wood and live in an unheated backroom of a factory to have a roof over his head. I often think about how bleak life would be

without running water and modern conveniences--a daily struggle for survival--and how monotonous a diet would be living off

the land--but at least we would have barely enough to survive.

Some days I think I may need to "go on a long hike". I spent some time living in a tent in the Alaskan bush in late summer. Even

then, it was challenging. A person does not understand what it would take to put 1100 meals per person together for a year

from wild foods, mostly gathering food in-season, and be able to preserve them without canning and containers to keep bugs

and mold out. I see news from Ukraine and think about those displaced people whose homes have been destroyed. They do not

even have gas or safe roads to travel to stay with relatives in safer rural areas--even if they have family that would take them in.

They may have escaped with only the clothes on their backs and whatever city shoes they were wearing at the time.

No water. No electricity. No heat. ***Baker Creek Seed is donating the entire amount of seed sales thru midnight tonight

(Sunday) to help Ukraine. One of the owners has family there.***  Besides, it is good seed that thrives and a fair price. Full seed

packets. There is a high risk of global famine and the disruptions and unrest that comes with it. I had never expected to see

such things in my lifetime. Do not be a slacker. You have much work to do, yet, to provide for your loved ones. You should also

be praying. This is as much a spiritual battle.
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madjackghengis
Joined On 6/28/2021 8:04:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a retired Marine, long expecting this, I believe the single most important issue is connecting with community, solid, sound, and the

"mutual reliance" we must build, to form that second society, the one which must win, if we are to break their effort.      We won't win a

"second position", as individuals, but only by having a viable community, able to stand alone, operate "to life" independent. The effort is

to corral all, with some absolute connection, to what they control. Barter is sound, substantial, but we also must secure money, gold,

silver, we will have to trade outside or immediate community, and we must ensure "we are not alone" in our opting out.

    There is no way for the current economic system to continue, except if they can force digital currency to replace the Iat currency. A

big step is to secure our own money, specie, because it immediately demonstrates the value of money versus currency, even those

who've never experienced it, see the impact, feel it in their Ingers.      I work in metal every day, machinist, welder, among a farming

community, and the feel of "real" is normal, grain, corn, vegetables, meat, we must keep this feel, and realize our "currency" has no

such feel, and train ourselves to reject that which doesn't have real feel.

   They must have currency, to tax, to spend, to transfer without concern for our own choice. Money can erase that power. I trade metal

work for food, and have most of my life. Farmers need metal, and the rest of us need food. The Farmers shut down D.C. several

decades ago, and they would have us not remember.
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I recall a few decades ago when there was a lean towards barter. The ‘gotta be a part’ of your life and get our share stepped in

and declared that any barter must be equated in monetary value and taxed. The old “This note is legal tender for all debts public

and private” died long ago. Objects and services, for some reason my mind has been equating and evaluating what I possess to

trade and barter with. My dad taught me that when a neighbor was erecting, you showed up with your hammer. I guess that is

illegal in todays world. Semper I marine.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the USA, the 4th and 14th amendments prohibit government theft of property. And for any private cross sector to steal, with

intention to permanently deprive, is a crime where anything exceeding a $250 value is a felony. Period, end! Further, powers that

be *Do* stand down when the law is invoked, contrary to popular belief! I love the idea of communities working together and

thank you for posting this heartening solution. But we must not bow to unconstitutional activity in the Irst place! Why play the

role of victim?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2A part of the bill of rites
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Pete.Smith
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The Social Credit System is already here, it's executed by big companies. Censorship by Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Pay Pal

and many others. Accounts are taken down. You get banned. Dr Mercola lost his youtube video's, for example.   4 Million French

Discover Their Vaccine Passport Has Expired Because They Didn’t Get the Latest Booster “I don’t have the right to do anything

anymore.” summit.news/2022/02/23/4-million-french-discover-their-vaccine-passpor..
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Yes, Pete, it is the road to China's tyranny in its Social Credit System, which is known for exercising extreme amounts of

censorship and surveillance on the Internet, but the situation recently became even more outrageous when a new requirement

was introduced for the Chinese scan their faces to access the Internet. The country's more than 850 million Internet users were

no longer able to access the Internet or purchase a smartphone without Irst scanning their faces. In addition, phone users are

not allowed to pass on their phone numbers to other users, and are encouraged to check if any phone numbers have been

registered in their name without their permission.

The Chinese are already subject to heavy censorship, with sites like Facebook and Twitter blocked there and personal message

communications censored as well. They regularly remove and block internet content that they don't want their citizens to read

or discuss. www.wakingtimes.com/chinese-citizens-will-have-to-get-their-faces-scan..
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Morning GUI, yes the Chinese are not allowed to leave home without mobile telephone, so it can be tracked everywhere they go.

If you store that info, then it can be checked where they were in the past, like see who did you visit. The Chinese have camera's

everywhere, like they check even when you cross the road, software can see if the crosswalk light is green. If it is red and you

cross it will notice that and identify you with facial recognition, you get Ined automatically. This system also check if you got

your phone with you. If not the police is send to you, who force you to go home. Google and Facebook track our phone too, and

collect data on us. This is the way Trump won .

Cambridge Analytica was paid $5.9 million by the Trump campaign, so they could target and inXuence voters, with social media.

Cambridge claims to have built extensive personality proIles on every American, which it uses for so-called “psychographic

targeting,” based on people’s personality types. This strategy is also very successfully used by CIA to do the so called Facebook

revolutions, which look like spontaneous uprisings, but partly organised, as you can see the same methods and phrases,

slogans, pictures in all those countries, using social media, that were done by for example the group Otpar, who got paid by

National Endowment for Democracy (NED) NED gets its money from the American government.

NED is an offshoot from CIA programmes ,  In the late 1990s, NED-funded NGOs carried out propaganda to demonize Serbia’s

president Slobodan Milosevic. The methods are based on Saul Alinsky manual for radicals. Among the tactics deployed to

mock Milosevic were street acts and posters and stickers by the student movement Otpor that created a negative branding of

the president. Since then Otpar was paid to teach this approach to locals in other countries, like the Arab Spring countries, and

East Europese countries where WEF co-founder George Soros was involved. So connect the dots.
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Thanks Pete, Chinese inXuence is being felt in the world with media control maneuvering. A report titled "China's Global Media

Footprint: Democratic Responses to Expanding Authoritarian InXuence," warned that countries, including the US, need to be

more vigilant of China's growing global media inXuence and the threats it poses. . The report details how Beijing has been

"taking advantage of propaganda, disinformation, censorship and inXuence over key nodes in the information Xow." All of this in

an effort to “shape media content” to portray the regime in a positive light. “Its sharpness often undermines democratic norms,

erodes national sovereignty, undermines the Inancial sustainability of independent media, and violates local laws,” said report

author Sarah Cook, research director for China, Hong Kong and Taiwan at the human rights group Freedom.

Just The News reports that a US company is providing consulting services to TikTok, which is owned by Chinese Communist

Party-abliated ByteDance, which is starting to raise concerns and national security concerns on US social media platforms are

increasing. justthenews.com/nation/technology/facebook-fact-checker-defends-contra..  The report states that information

created or inXuenced by the CCP is consumed by “hundreds of millions of news consumers around the world”, “No country is

immune: targets include poor and institutionally fragile states, as well as wealthy democratic powers” , he adds.

Beijing has sponsored thousands of trips for foreign journalists. The latter are often strictly monitored during travel, only

allowed to see a perspective that the CCP wants them to see. According to the report, these have been key in Beijing's efforts to

inXuence Western media coverage. www.theepochtimes.com/no-country-is-immune-report-reveals-beijings-too..  (2021)
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Without realizing it, yes the social credit score system is here!
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Joy - more accurately "social DISCREDIT"
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Yes Gui, China does the same as the USA, both pay journalists everywhere in the world, as does the WEF. A German journalist

said in his book: "Bought Journalists’, that the CIA paid journalists in Europe. He himself was bribed. I was invited by the

German Marshall Fund of the United States to travel to the US. They paid for all my expenses and put me in contact with

Americans they’d like me to meet,” he said. It was supported by the CIA. I have helped them in several situations and I feel

ashamed for that too.” Also EU politicians are recruited by this US Marshall Fund.  Soros has a special program for people in the

media, where they get training to promote the WEF narratives like Climate change, and immigration, which are part of their plans

to subdue the world and to make us poor and them richer.

Also Soros foundations support training of foreign students in the US, and EU to become WEF controlled leaders, like for

example Mikheil Saakashvili, who grabbed power through the US organised so called Rose Revolution and became president of

George. Later he Xed the country and he got job from Soros to served in the Ukraine government elected after 2014 Euromaidan

protests that ousted the Ukraine president. See the role of Soros in this, very interesting article, that reveal secret memo's that

show Soros true face, and keep in mind while reading that Soros is a co-founder of WEF, and what he did here, the power, he did

in many other countries.

www.mintpressnews.com/leaked-george-soros-puppet-master-behind-ukraini..  Soros selected Obama to become president,

Soros paid for his campaign, and free promotion by the WEF media. And a gost-writer made those amazing Obama speeches

about "change", that never came in 8 years of Obama. And he talked a lot about WEF theme: The Climate Change, like he said:

"The debate is settled. Climate change is a fact." Obama (Soros/WEF) has fooled you all.
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“Irish Democracy.”
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Oh, there were changes in the Obama years in America, Pete. Many woke up to the fact that our laws & Constitution were being

subverted, that there was no longer freedom of speech or religion. But most of the big changes were in the already

marginalized, slandered 'potential terrorists' listed groups doing 'dangerous' things like clinging to the King James Bible, running

food co-ops, homeschooling, asking 'dangerous' questions, quoting 'dangerous' and 'divissssssive' thingssssss....the

universalist SNAKES went on the attack bigtime. Universally evil, rooted in lies, but they couldn't see it if they tried: too proud.

'Survivors'. Superiors in their own eyes, & Xattered (& paid) by their handlers & cultivating 'mentors' & initiators of the

initiates...they serve the father of lies, that old seducer & Xatterer, the unfaithful & untrue.

Not many come to their senses who've gone that far in the initiations. Covert organizers 'thinking global, acting local' began

getting loud, going from drug pushers & cronies to social dividers to destroy everything truly local remaining. Covert operatives

from our agencies Inding weak, disenfranchised, troubled people from the long decades of cultivating weakening sin...egging

them to violence, putting them in the limelight, then breaking & sweeping them away as their usefulness wanes.

Artists. Media 'inXuencers'. Truth in none of it, purity far from it. Judges caring not for the law...but for power, money & with

self-righteousness so huge a log in their eyes & dead souls that they could not see. Scalia was Scalia'd. Death by pillow, shades

of Hazael, 2 Kings 8 KJB, or the Borgias& their like. Rods of chastisement in God's hand which will be broken & judged in their

turn, at least there is a Inal & eternal hope for those who believe& repent. Organizers in many of the churches created havoc&

'transformation': the 'beast' might not be here yet, but those looking for him are certainly building his system,& his religion.
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Hi, Pete. I'd just like to comment on a few points that caught my attention (not the only ones). "I think that we have to, No. 1,

inform as many people as possible." I've been trying that for going on three years! You can not inform people who refuse to

listen. "Most people under the age of 30 are used to doing just about everything on their phones, and the convenience of digital

IDs and digital banking is alluring." These people are already caught in a trap that they will never escape. "So yeah, people are

not realizing just how this control grid is being built, little by little, piece by piece, but they need to start paying attention before

it's too late.” This system was already being put in place, years ago! "Chances are, there won’t even be a live person anywhere

for you to contact with your grievances.  Much of the system will be run by artiIcial intelligence and various algorithms. It’s

important to realize that if we accept vaccine passports, we’re basically giving our consent to everything that comes after,

Corbishley warns. We’re accepting that this is our future."
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Pete - Maybe, just maybe, opposing forces may be at work, at least in the US. "Huge: Dr Robert Malone & Dr Ryan Cole discover

CDC Smoking Gun with Steve Bannon" - - - - - www.bitchute.com/.../ibgHFLmSydrU  - worth 15 minutes to hear this War Room

interview.
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It is said that beauty is only skin deep, and that the eyes are the windows to the soul. Both suggest that we must look past the faces

we present to the world to Ind an individual’s core, changeless identity. While something as changeable across the span of life as the

human face cannot be the same as that changeless sense of “I” we each feel across that same lifespan—and thus is already

something of a mask—it at least offers some indication of the unseen realms of our inner worlds… at least Rembrandt or Velasquez

seemed to think so. The human face represents a key training area in the school of life.

It may not be the best source material to represent the True, Inner Man, but a photo ID is still preferable to an implantable ID chip or

any other kind of digital passport. Let’s not forget that we each have an Identity already, something we are endowed with; it can get

obscured or counterfeited in the process of life and may require a rediscovery, but there is no government on earth that can

legitimately confer a Real Identity to anyone. That seeming power is illusion and hubris combined; it’s best to keep that in mind.
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Yes David, the soul expresses itself in the person with all its bodily manifestations, personal communication, its language, its

gestures and its actions and freedom deIne the person in all its integrity. The person needs her presence to be free, not to be

subject to the manipulations of a tyranny that despises human integrity to turn you into a transhuman. The snake and identity

passports will never reach you if your knowledge is based on true science, if you resist not being a transhuman created by the

evil minds of the WEF, of the globalist elite formed by Schwab.

Passports constitute a registration system to distinguish between vaccinated and unvaccinated and what seems certain that it

will be used to promote any nefarious objective that the manipulators of the Great Reset have planned, such as the Social Credit

System, in their way of enslaving the people. to turn them into transhumans. It is the road to China's tyranny on its Social Credit

System, which is known for exerting extreme amounts of censorship and surveillance on the Internet, but the situation recently

became even more outrageous when a new requirement was introduced for Chinese to scan their faces to access the Internet.

The Chinese are already subject to heavy censorship, with sites like Facebook and Twitter blocked there and personal message

communications censored as well. They regularly remove and block internet content that they don't want their citizens to read

or discuss. www.wakingtimes.com/chinese-citizens-will-have-to-get-their-faces-scan..
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gh_nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah …. the detonatable chip. The soul window is why they now AI everything said and done to paint the portrait of their possible

enemies. The jab has already implanted a frequency inXuenced substance that is killing by clot, so chip or not, get the jab and

your world ends to meet the 90% goal line.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, well said! And, keep nurturing the Soul, on a daily basis. Love is the purpose of life, and is the essence at its core.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nicely said, Darzoum. I so feel that the recognition and living of our wisdom potentials is key, our innate worth as humans. I'd

add that this is best lived with others in community, in I-Thou connections. It's not something we can catch the dimensions of as

islands. We really do need each other. It's not just a nice thing to say.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quite philosophical, David. I'm no philosopher; although, I can't disagree with what you present.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Identify theft will have a whole new meaning. People without a digital ID will kill someone else for their ID. Think about the

hackers. Their job just got elevated to another level. The richest person in Russia will be the person that hacks into all the digital

ID's in the USA. The people coming up with these "great ideas" are too stupid to understand the consequences of these digital

ID's. If you think the crime rate is bad now, just wait for the digital id's to come out!
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, this is off topic, but your mentioning Rembrandt, reminds me of my cousin, who I miss very much. After he had moved

from his old home, where he had a beautiful stone wall. I knew that he missed that wall, and a standing stone. I had taken a

picture of it, on a visit to see him and his wife. So, I decided to draw a picture of it with colored markers, and sent it to him. He

just loved it, and sent me back a pen and ink portrait of Rembrandt, with a shocked look on his face. It was beautiful! There is so

much beauty in the world, and so many people -valuing only what money can buy - when there is nothing else like a gift sent

from the heart. We will rise above, these current circumstances, I feel that in my core.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"There is no government on earth that can legitimately confer a Real Identity to anyone. That seeming power is illusion and

hubris combined; it’s best to keep that in mind."  Exactly, nailed it!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will get back to the article. Two words: Insidiousness and Nefariousness! Smart devices = no need to think anymore! The good news

is that you can still use your head for a Hat Rack. Anyone, who can't see where all of this is taking us - never will! It's never been more

evident as it is today, that the zombie masses will never wake up!

www.cnet.com/home/smart-home/get-started-with-a-google-powered-smart-h..  - Even the mainstream media, is now telling us

(indirectly) that the Medical/Techno Tyranny will never end. As I've stated from the beginning: "A weapon of mass distraction and a

means to an end - our end!" - "Canadian governments should be ready to resume public health measures if another serious variant of

COVID-19 emerges, even as they scale back mandates for masks and vaccines, the country’s chief public health obcer said Friday." -

Does that excerpt confuse anyone?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, its more or less over: "Huge: Dr Robert Malone & Dr Ryan Cole discover CDC Smoking Gun with Steve Bannon" -

www.bitchute.com/.../ibgHFLmSydrU  - yesterday, Dr Been showed how well the Israeli dashboard functions as compared to

data being released by the US CDC, ending with Israel showing the R = 0.67 on Feb 9, 2022, well under the R= 1.0 signaling viral

spread. The UK runs about 3 weeks behind Israel, and the Eastern US about 2 or 3 weeks after that. How much longer do you

think "they" have to pull off more tricks and illusions?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randy. we have been robbed of the freedom to move freely, we are cornered by laws, Ines and sanctions that regulate and

restrict our autonomy, and surveillance cameras that monitor our movements. We have lost property interests in our homes and

our bodies, there can be no such freedom when the government can seize your property, raid your home and dictate what to do

with your bodies, Social credit scoring is a way that governments, banks, and insurers rate you for your actions both online and

oline. Overspending or associating with the wrong people could lower your score and lead to Inancial and social constraints.

Check it out at this link. allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Are_Being_Terminated_For_Thought_Crimes...  Those responsible for

this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a

psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of

people on their way to the Great Reset. The hope that as much as the government hates it and those of us who seek the "truth"

still have this ability to think for ourselves and Ind information that sets the course for true science and freedom.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great Ind, Rreal; although, we can never allow ourselves to become complacent. Those evil minions always have a trick or two

left, up their sleeves! Gui; thanks for the link.
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who haven't seen this. rumble.com/vvz0za-grand-jury-day-6-eugenics-and-outlook.html
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Beatrice. REINER FUELLMICH CORONA INVESTIGATE COMMITTEE - SESSION 93: CONCENTRIC CIRCLES

rumble.com/vvwy9u-reiner-fuellmich-corona-investigate-committee-sessio..  (02/26/2022)...... DAY 5- FINANCIAL

DESTRUCTION odysee.com/.../Grand-Jury-Day-5-online_1:4  , GRAND JURY DAY 5: FINANCIAL DESTRUCTION - DR. REINER

FUELLMICH NUREMBERG 2.0 rumble.com/vvkvjk-grand-jury-day-5-Inancial-distruction-dr.-reiner-fu..  DR. REINER FUELLMICH

GRAND JURY TRIAL - COVID VACCINE CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY - DAY 5 - NUREMBERG 2.0

rumble.com/vvjs4l-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-grand-jury-trial-covid-vaccine-..  .

In Episode 409 of the SUNDAY WIRE radio show, host Patrick Henningsen spoke with special guest, international lawyer Reiner

Fuellmich, to discuss the work of his Corona Committee and a new initiative, Grand Jury – The Court of Public Opinion, and their

mission to reveal the truth about the alleged COVID-19 ‘global pandemic’ which has gripped the world over the past two years.

INTERVIEW: REINER FUELLMICH ON CORONA COMMITTEE SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES

rumble.com/vvnzno-interview-reiner-fuellmich-on-corona-committee-succe..  (02/23/2022).

DR. FUELLMICH: CORONAVIRUS DOESN'T WORK ANYMORE—THE NEXT SCARE TACTIC IS WAR

rumble.com/vvyhl8-dr.-fuellmich-coronavirus-doesnt-work-anymorethe-nex..  (02/26/2022) MARIA ZEEE INTERVIEW WITH DR.

REINER FUELLMICH - 2-23-22 UPDATE ON GRAND JURY (NUREMBERG 2.0)

rumble.com/vvxc93-mariazeee-interview-with-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-update..  (02/26/2022)
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate you posting this as I’m striving to watch all of the days the full entirety of this series.  Will this whole production go

anywhere? I pray to God that it does. It feels like they’re only doing it for the people who are watching the video and I could be

mistaken but there’s no actual judge there’s no actual jury but us we the people, I’m just I pray to God that this is going

somewhere into a lawsuit
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clanharwood, I suggest forwarding it to school parent-teacher associations, who talk to multiple cross sectors and carry

enormous political clout. Where there is a will there is a way, and strategy is key!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Beatrice. I'll have a look at it after I cook up my pot of chili (one of two); then Inish watching 'Day 5'. It's going to be

another long day!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BeatriceW - Good for you for keeping up! One of Gui's links is also good, the briefer summary by Maria Zee interviewing Dr

Reiner Fuellmich.
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The solution is quite SIMPLE.......OPT OUT of ALL of 'their' SYSTEMS! In other words.....be self reliant; self sustainable. DO for

YOURSELVES. Live life as if it were the 1500-1600's. And do this in small communities. Humanity (what's left of it) has gotten too

stupid and too LAZY with all of the 'CONVENIENCES' in life. And THAT was the down fall of REAL Civilization. When almost everyone

on the planet has a cell phone, and FREAK OUT when something goes wrong with it (dead battery, lost phone, ect)....when individual

CANNOT LIVE without a stupid cell phone...... we're in SERIOUS TROUBLE!!!!!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Come out from Babylon..."
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I object. To the very idea that **the people think** they can get away with this. Dictatorship only happens where people comply. And

the LAWS are such that they can NOT just steal your money only because they feel like it! Putting that very idea out there, in print,

empowers them to think they can do things that they really can't. Invoke the law, accept no nonsense! Hey, and class action lawsuits

are powerful! FELONY: Theft of property exceeding $250, private cross sectors. constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14

 FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT SECTION 1: All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.

No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any

State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws. constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-4  FOURTH AMENDMENT: The right of the people to be secure in

their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall

issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or abrmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the

persons or things to be seized.

REGARDING CONSENT: Yeah right, the government now has carte blanche to write a blank check against our Thoughts! Really? *Who*

holds a crystal ball to our brain and rules based thereon? *Who* has the right to tell us what we consent to, and what we do not?

Gimme a break! Governing based on thought, on the government and WEF's and Banks' frank convenience and projections of someone

else's thoughts, is random, an overreach, and (caps for eye-catching not shouts) TOO VAGUE & INTANGIBLE TO BE CONSTITUTIONAL!

Accept no nonsense, invoke the law
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stuff and nonsense! I have seen powers that be stand down when the law is invoked. Canada's own Great Dictator has backed

down due to *Legal* pressure from the Senate and the people! We all know that school districts also have backed down re mask

and vaccine mandates when guess what, they were sued. And to repeat, class action is powerful! Here is a question for

doubters: Does *Anybody* like to be sued? Does *Anybody* want to take the time in court? Accept no nonsense, stand Irm, and

invoke the law! It works! Yes, with public obcials! Invoke it with police, with banks, with the Great Dictators, with the WEF, with

Everybody! There is no reason to lie down passively and no reason to enable the rise of dictatorship!  (Disclaimer: I am not an

attorney, but I do not think it requires any law degree to read the US Constitution and to Igure out, and to share, what it means.

If you have any legal questions, ask a trusted Constitutional law attorney).
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, you will not like this, but the Constitution was suspended on March 13 (Friday),2020 by the Executive Order

declaration of a national emergency. Of course, they would never announce it or admit it but the national emergency has put the

US under "soft" martial law ever since. The ptb ignore the Constitution most of the time and, now and then, throw us a bone and

acknowledge it to prevent a total uprising. Don't know if this link will work but pay attention to Trump's Irst words: " I am

unleashing the FULL power of the federal government".

www.bing.com/videos/search?q=national+emergency+speech+march+13+2020&a..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Urge all to watch and learn NONCOMPLIANT MOVIE BY KRISANNE HALL  www.youtube.com/watch
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brianallen, thank you for stepping forward but with all due respect, with my tax dollars, quite literally I don't "buy" that. And I

certainly don't pay my taxes to be stolen from, and to be abused! The bogus invocation of emergency declaration, is nothing

more than a so called excuse (There are no excuses) for grabbing power and control as dictator. Need any more be said?

Further, the so called emergency was based on cooked up PCR test numbers, on overblown CDC-touted statements that doctors

may diagnose death by "probable" cause from CVD19 with no testing required to conIrm (This was on the CDC's own website
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early in the pandemic), and based on a lab concocted virus, with patents owned by noone other than the CDC itself! So whence

this bogus invocation? I don't buy it, and i don't go for it, and I never will.

And neither should any others among us. Further, any politician who attempts to usurp and burn the US constitution, under color

of law, needs to be thrown out of public obce. This is NOT radical, it is our legal right and even our duty, according to our

founding fathers as written into the Declaration of Independence! Is it an allowable offense for the government to commit

treason against its own people? Is felony level theft and embezzlement permissible just because the Constitution was bogusly

revoked? Come on.

Further, I will bet my money on this, that there are legal parameters for invoking an emergency, and my bet is that these

parameters have been exceeded and the entire thing is very politely said, improperly invoked. So can the government really just

invoke an emergency and suspend the COnstitution any time they just plain "feel like it"? We pay those in public obce to uphold,

protect and defend the US Constitution, as is their sworn oath of obce....not to overturn it just because it happens to be purely

convenient for them! No "excuses" accepted, and such "Excuses" do not even exist!
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Mirandola, criminals don't care about laws. Look at how many laws were broken in the last election with ZERO accountability.

The super rich, like Gates, are above the law. The criminals work for the super rich and act as a shield for the super rich. George

Soros is a prime example of someone who uses his endless wealth to support criminal activities. The more criminals he can get

appointed as District Attorney across the USA, the more power he has. It's a modern day maIa. Diplomacy doesn't work with

these people. They only understand force and strength. Another example of the super rich controlling the narrative is main

stream media and Big Pharma.

MSM will go to their grave backing big pharma because big pharma pays the bills and their salary. Now all of our Federal

agencies that were put in place to look out for our best interest are now compromised. They are all inXuenced by big pharma

now. The best thing that can happen is the digital passes being implemented. People like me wont comply. I'll go live on my 3

acres. Hopefully more people will do the same. If just 20% of the population just walks away it will cause a major economic

crash. We are almost there. It might take less than a 5% walkout to cause the crash of the entire economic system. Im ready to

make it happen.
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You are correct. But they say, "Screw your Constitution." It's like telling a burglar breaking into your home that robbery is illegal.

Do you think they don't know? Do you think they care?
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Arlen, Rensmith A) Education, economics, hold the key as do the laws being INVOKED. Does it ever occur to people that the

silence of the masses enables the "authorities" as they love to think of themselves, to run over us roughshod...all the more? If

we hold them to the law they might have pause to consider, and holding Zero Boundaries does not help, at all. In fact, I believe

we are losing our laws because of the collective silence in invoking the laws and holding obcials accountable. Food for

thought. B) There is a simple solution. It's called economics. If we educate and wake people up, using the peaceful power of the

pen, then people will comply less and less.

Send links to school parent teacher associations, college newsletter editors, lawyers, and retired doctors, wake them up, they

will help to wake up others! Drumroll.... The less proIteering, the less power to those criminals of whom you speak. C) To

answer your question, of course they don't care about the law! We know that. Yet, we still have seen sources back down when

sued. Nobody likes to be sued, as before. And further, to your own and even my own surprise, I have seen public obcials back

down when the law is invoked. Sometimes they do things out of legal **ignorance** ,thinking "law x has been penned, now I can

legally do xyz". But you invoke the law which trumps those wrongful and constitution-shredding "laws", and suddenly they have

to back down.

Again, I have seen it. We just have to raise awareness even with politicians, police, judges, everybody. D) Surely there are a few

who don't care and you are right, but when we raise awareness in the right way, and in the right spirit, I have indeed seen

authorities turn around. Surely I do Not believe that lying down passively, playing victim is the answer. And surely I do Not

believe that Ighting is any answer, in fact this will only backIre. E) Bookend: "Sometimes the greatest evils are committed by

the silence of good people" Edmund Burke.
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Reality is sorting it out. The Crime Engine is Throwing Rods and Smoking, and observation by Jon Rappoport:

 blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/02/25/the-crime-engine-of-the-world-is-th..
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I wish I could agree with education part. Unfortunately, it's the educational system that's responsible for this mess we are in. No

one has problem solving skills. No one can do critical thinking. We hire a lot of young adults who just graduated high school. HR

goes through 10 people to get 1 that can pass a simple 6th grade reading, writing, and mathematics test. They also have to

recall things from a 5 minute video and answer 3 questions to test their memory/comprehension. Welders and assemblers have

to be able to read a tape measure and add/subtract fractions. I tested one person who couldn't even write down a fraction I was

telling him. He just graduated high school with a 3.0 gpa.

I told him to right down 105-5/16" and 105-1/16" and tell me what the difference is. He couldn't even write down these fractions

much less tell me the difference is 1/4". We get applications from people like this guy every day. We can't hire them. So it really

concerns me that our education professionals allow people like this to graduate. These people eventually go to college where

they are given another diploma. They get good paying jobs. They can't think critically or solve problems using deductive

reasoning. Yet we allow them to operate motor vehicles, buy guns, and vote. It's pretty sketchy. The larger the city is the worse

the problem is.

When I went to grade school in the 70/80's, if you couldn't keep up with the subject matter you got held back a grade. In college

you had to maintain a certain gradepoint or you got kicked out. You weren't allowed but so many D's (3 i think) or you had to

retake those classes. No F's were allowed. If you were on a scholarship you had even higher standards to live up to. Nothing

less than a B was allowed. I now work with people that have 4 year degrees that can't multiply and divide or read and write. We

have one PHD that once was an IT specialist and she jams the printer everyday because she can't set the printer parameters

correctly.
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That woman has been there a year now and she still has to have someone come to her assistance just to print a PDF copy or

Word document. Her job is to manage the "training department" and provide guidance to all the trainers. We can't keep trainers

because they have to work for this idiot. Their like "why am I answering to someone who can't even print off a work instruction

manual"? These people eventually run for obce. Once it becomes obvious to upper management and cohorts how incredibly

incompetent they are, they move on to politics. By now they're in their 50's and they've had 30+ years of experience at duping

people into thinking they are smart and they get elected. I just described Kamala Harris. Her twin sister works where I work.
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So the message here from everybody is: "There is nothing we can do. We are victims. Stay stuck! do nothing! Stand down! Say

nothing!" I disagree. And not all people are ignorant idiots as you written about in the message above. . In fact, most people I

talk with are fairly intelligent. I am done with this dynamic. My "take": Some people here are genuinely discouraged, and others

are deliberately trying to discourage people, with a purpose in mind. All they want is for people to Ight, shoot off their guns, as

if that helps to lend credit to any cause or even accomplish anything except pure murder....just one more agenda.

I do Not approve! I believe it requires unethical people to tout such things and to stand in the way of progress for freedom.

Stand down, and knock it off! Come to your senses. Life has a purpose!  PS and all this for a situation that we already are in. I

mean, we already have digital banking, we already have surveillance and tracking. It is all silly to spin around it. Panic, fear, no

solutions allowed, that is the message. I don't go for this, not even one tiny little bit. !
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bad eyes? read here. ask an eye doc, what is minimum vision to get a Cal driver license- 20-40. bulloney- you must have 20-40

UNCORRECTED to drive without glasses. Corrected the minimum is lowered to 20-200 in best eye, corrected! Tell that to an eye

doc and they say no, you must have 20-40. I retort the CA DMV website says 20-200- they look away or at the Xoor. Not one will

admit that the real standard is 20-200, corrected, in best eye. 20-40 is just INITIAL SCREENING. For those needing corrective

lenses the standard is 20-200, in best eye, corrected.

 The docs have formed a little cartel that the public is not supposed to know about! If they told the truth they would lose much

business- They tried to sell me a cataract operation even though my vision is much better than 20-200. They refused to sign the

DMV form so now I cannot get a CA license and must move to AZ [also due to no rentals available, due to rent control, which

goes against econ 1A]. Please look at CA DMV site: Minimum Visual Acuity Requirement "Visual acuity is a person’s ability to

see items clearly and sharply and to recognize small details.

If you cannot meet the vision screening standard, you must have a minimum visual acuity in at least one eye better than 20/200

(best corrected). You may wear glasses or contact lenses to meet the minimum visual acuity standard but you cannot wear a

bioptic telescopic or similar lens. The DMV cannot license drivers who do not meet the minimum visual acuity standard (CVC

§12805)." So the docs are lying
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100%, Mirandola.  Fearmongering is THEIR home court, where they prey upon the victim mentality. Ours is where courage and

perseverance hold court.  Not pie-in-the-sky wishful thinking, but clarity, fortitude, and a good deal of rightful piss-taking, like

Awaken With JP.  Ours is the sustainable way, and the unsustainability of the way of these foolish tyrants is becoming all the

more plain with each passing moment.  Quite frankly, I see out main task as to play "good cop, bad cop", and open doors for the

hoodwinked who are seeing the light to do so with intellectual pride intact. Enable people to see for themselves.
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BrianAllen1 that is interesting. I never realized that. Yet for all the "Trump's a fascist dictator!" rants none of his leftist detractors

have ever pointed this out. Thanks for sharing. More of the populists need to know. For quite a while I've suspected Trump

played us for fools. He's not a morally upright paragon of virtue. I viewed him pragmatically as the lesser of two evils. Yet the

QAnon and even mainstream conservatives persist is viewing him as our savior. I wish he would just go away. His touting those

"Trump shots" everywhere should make more people suspicious.
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@ mirandola, "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches

and seizures, shall not be violated..." The weasely word is "unreasonable". "Unreasonable" accoding to whom ? Thus did the

Founders provide the camel's nose an entry into the tent.
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Trudeau with is 16% approval rating and all tyrants like him are going to need an actual bloodbath to win any future election, rigged or

not. The mRNA graphene shot is working: it's showing itself to be a proliIc spreader of illness and death -- like all toxic injections. But

enough of my silly opinions, let's consult an expert: “There is a great deal of evidence to prove that immunization of children does

more harm than good.” “There is no evidence that any inXuenza vaccine thus far developed is effective in preventing or mitigating any

attack of inXuenza. The producers of these vaccines know that they are worthless, but they go on selling them, anyway.” Dr. J. Anthony

Morris, former Chief Vaccine Control Obcer and research virologist, U.S. FDA
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Thanks. I know the game well; and any such info coming out, is only conIrmation of what I already know/understand. For

countless others - not so much!
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The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian MaIa:  www.veteranstoday.com/2022/02/25/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-..

  The Rothschilds as the front Men for the Khazarian MaIa (KM) inIltrate and Hijack British Banking and then hijack the whole nation

of England.  The Khazarian MaIa (KM) decides to inIltrate and hijack all World Banking using Babylonian Black-Magick, also known

as Babylonian Money-Magick or the secret art of making money from nothing also using the power of pernicious usury to accumulate

interest.  The Khazarian MaIa (KM) wages an international effort to eradicate Kings who rule by the Divine Right of God Almighty.  The

Rothschilds create international narcotics trabcking on behalf of the KM.

The Rothschilds start the international slave trade, an enterprise that viewed these kidnapped humans as mere animals — a view that

the Khazarians would impose on all the people of the world who were not part of their evil circle, which some called the “Old Black

Nobility”.  Finally, in 1913, the Rothschild KM succeeds in establishing a major beachhead inside America — and an evil enemy of all

American enter the gates of America.  The Rothschild KM then create an illegal taxation System in America.  The Rothschild Khazarian

MaIa (KM) once again decided to sheep-dip themselves and inIltrated and hijacked all Judaism.  etc.
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Well said. Thank you for putting that out there. Hitler was destroyed because he kicked their evil asses out of Germany. History

is wrote by the victors.
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The Vatican's Jewish bankers have always been the Vatican's Jewish bankers: back in the day, & today. Useful to the bloody,

hypocritical, cunning, pretender, fake 'replacement Jews' for skirting the usury prohibitions, united in lies. Tit for tat. You scratch

my back, I'll scratch yours. Except often the hand of the whore, the pretenders, doing the scratching held the dagger; the friendly

overtures sharing the cup of Borgia. Dealing w/ the mob, the Craft...the Babylonian order & hierarchy, the bureaucracy where

responsibility can be denied & the buck never stops, in the shadows & depths, is never healthy in the end. And God will judge it.

The superstitious w/o the threefold testimony to prove all things could always be easily stirred to blame& react: pogroms&

crusades fomented if a pope &/or his system got greedy, felt needy or threatened.

If their mismanagement got out of hand& needed a little 'shot in the arm'. The same thing was true of her 'strongman'

emperors& crony kings, so-called nobleman, knights which that old consort whore manipulated. Hitler didn't create the yellow

star, but of course that Remphan w/his star: hardly the Star out of Jacob, the Sceptre refused, the Lord Jesus Christ: that of

men's own making, coming in his own name, him men will receive: Jew&Gentile; the star the emblem of both kinds of fake Jews

as deIned by Rev 2 & 3 KJB.

John 5&10 KJB. Both the 5-pointed & the 6-pointed stars.  Moloch the god of death, demanding human sacriIce, not providing

himself a sacriIce as the Faithful & True. Hebrews. Genesis 22 KJB. The Lamb of God taking away the sins of the world...for

those whosoevers will receive it. John 1&3 KJB.  Amos 5:26 But ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiun your

images, the star of your god, which ye made to yourselves. Acts 7:43 Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of

your god Remphan, Igures which ye made to worship them: and I will carry you away beyond Babylon
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Luckily, I have my grandparent's old property that has a pond, good 3 acres of farmable soil, a septic tank (i put in 5 years ago), and a

well. All i have there to live in is a 5th-wheel camper, but it works. When the krap hits the fan, I'll be there locked-N-loaded. That

property is surrounded by thousands of acres with no civilization. It is full of wildlife, rivers, creeks, and NATURAL SPRINGS! Best

water you ever tasted comes out of the ground (on someone else's property) about 400 yards from my camper! So I don't even need

electricity. Big brother can go screw himself because I will not comply! I will stand my ground just like the Ukrainians are standing their

ground!
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It sounds wonderful! Yiu are incredibly fortunate to have that!
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Weeheen, I thank God that I have this wonderful resource. Im going to actually live there some day.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the more pressing issues of whats happening today, here is a link to the non-disclosure document between the US and the Ukraine

regarding bioweapon labs the US military began building in Ukraine in 2005 under George W. Bush -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../quick-update  And here is an article laying out Bidens decades long connections to Klaus Schwab and

his statanic cronies - secularheretic.substack.com/.../is-biden-a-nazi
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Krofter - posted this under Randy a few minutes ago, Please spend the 15 minutes to watch: "Huge: Dr Robert Malone & Dr

Ryan Cole discover CDC Smoking Gun with Steve Bannon" - www.bitchute.com/.../ibgHFLmSydrU
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the need to CONTROL the SLAVES is paramount for the greedheads that rule our planet - the Nazi regime set a precedent by tattoing

its victims - this reXects a need by the murderers to establish how many humans they have successfully eliminated - this is different

from the taking of a census - in census taking the population is assessed but the intention is the quantity that represents population

growth and exponential predictability - we use Malthusian statistics for these reasons - but certain powerful greedheads are driven by

resentment to promote the murder of their fellow humans in order to satify their delusional belief of their SUPEIORITY by destroying

the lives of those unfortunates deemed to be INFERIOR - the Nazi term was UNTERMENSCH - the mentality is exactly the same - a

false differentiation is established by casting the SUPERIOR ruling clas as Aryan - in our contemporary context the Aryans are the

SNAKE and Dr Falsie and the top Aryan Klaus Schlob - this is our A Team that is leading our planet into human extinction - in Zombie

Culture this state of affairs prevails because the Zombies love to be SLAVES and need to be coralled like cattle - penned in for the

slaughter - as the Nazi regime demanded "PAPERS !! - this is the pattern that the ANGEL of DEATH adopts - Heil Hitler !!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, you have deIned it very well, tyranny is based on slavery, The Great Reset is an extreme class struggle, and at the top

of the pyramid the ruling class of villains who only own their interests, of a desire for excessive power. Vaccines and passports

and the Social Control System portend a very gloomy future if the zombies that don't open their eyes start to see the light. More

than light, they need the August sun to see if their minds come out of lethargy, although it seems very dibcult. We will try to

convince those who have not yet reached the level of zombies. The surveillance state constitutes the ultimate tyranny of a

fascist state.

Pharmaceutical corporation PIzer has partnered with a Chinese Communist Party payment platform that is being used to roll

out Wuhan coronavirus “vaccine passports” across China. PIzer says it is "proud to support China's leaders" in this effort, which

removes the rights of the Chinese (what few rights they have) and forces them into a type of scenario where they must show

proof of injection. a “tool” of the CCP, which relies on it to procure “technology-enabled surveillance and social control” systems

for mass enslavement. thenationalpulse.com/2021/12/29/pIzer-partnered-with-alipay-praised-c..  (02/01/2022)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you Gui - the pIzer link is further proof of the menacing intentions of this Pharma entity - the enslavement of humanity is

the temporary goal preceding extermination - this comes out of the Nazi text book for population control
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It takes two hands to clap. Please see my thread. And please recall that dictatorships which have gunned down people for their

free speech, have fallen when the people stood up and protested quite peacefully! The crowds are enormously powerful, in fact

that is why the media is recruited to brainwash the masses, precisely because the masses are very powerful! Don't be the hand

that claps back! See my thread re the laws here in the USA, and please research and invoke the laws in your own respective

countries! Why are we just PLAYING slave, PLAYING victim? Come on. It is time for this to stop!
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worldwide 1776 is going to be unavoidable and they know it.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said sir. Thanks
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes? Stan, it may be worse than what you describe. Somehow the economic reasons behind this massive distraction rarely if

ever come to the forefront. Apparently massive amounts of printed(funny?) money was tossed at these so-called rushed

vaccines which don't do much except cause a lot of harm and deaths, than some govts can possibly repay, ever. We are in the

midst of a Sovereign Debt Crisis, which explains why Public Health measures taken over the past 2 years make no sense.

Constructed smokescreen to keep people focused on their neighbors (as questionable virus carrying enemies) instead of

seeing the larger picture.

Over the past 20 or 25 years, large entities like Soros and the Gates Foundation have been vacuuming up industry proIts at an

alarming rate, at the expense of the environment and the countries their organizations have plundered. - - - - - - - - - One entire

view or discussion angle is missing, as outlined in the Irst 2 to 2-1/2 hrs of Grand Jury, Day 5 - watch and you may change your

positioning quickly, to a larger looming crisis worldwide, a certain holdover from banking mismanagement after the 2007 - 2008

housing bubble and subsequent recession hidden beneath our collective noses.

Today, the nasty Derivatives market is 3 to 4 times larger than in 2007! Here's one link (among many): "GRAND JURY: DAY 5

Economical & Financial Destruction" - - -www.bitchute.com/.../3fQgdlD5cZLe  - it is packed with summary info and unless you

have close ties to the Inancial industry, may take several viewings to grasp the depth of what is being portrayed because goes

way past the Aryan race, or Alexander the Great or any prior Ruler of the World! Genghis Kahn, enemies at the gate?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well spotted, rrrrrrealrose, about the money. The people who were victim of the banks subprime mortgage fraud in 2008 crises,

had to bail the banks out. They had to pay for them. Did anyone of the bankers went to jail for their crimes? No. Congress

investigation was fake. Remember Goldman Sachs fooled their costumers, advised them to invest in the toxic mortgage

product, said it was safe and good investment, while they sold those products short as they knew they were worthless. Senators

had only tough questions, gave the CEO Lloyd Blankfein some verbal abuse for proIting personal 50 million bonus, and let him

of the hook. Isn't that strange as he committed fraud? Just like they do now with the evil Fauci, only some tough questions and

accusations for public show, and then let him go.

Isn't that strange? What does that say about congress? The rich made huge proIts from this fraud, but the US taxpayers paid for

the crises, homeless people everywhere in the US as many went bankrupt. ~~*~~ On September 10 former Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld revealed that the Pentagon had lost a whopping $2.3 trillion (£1.72 trillion) from its budget. Less than

48 hours later the shock revelation was forgotten as the chilling scenes of 9/11 took over the news agenda. And just weeks

before the 15th anniversary of the terror attack there were claims the same department could not account for a further $6

trillion.

The news sparked calls for the US government to reveal exactly where that money has gone. In 2019 a Professor Finds $21

Trillion Missing from Government ... www.gaia.com/.../21-trillion-missing-us-budget    In 2018 Headline: The Federal

Government Can’t Account for $21 Trillion. Does Anybody Care?

 home.solari.com/the-federal-government-cant-account-for-21-trillion-do..  Did anybody go to jail? No, congress did nothing.

The big companies that the Ilthy rich WEF members own, don't pay any tax, only proIting from Americans.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, this is the third time I posted this, the Irst 2 hrs had me on the Xoor... Suspect everyone has been lulled into an uneasy

winter nap. When writing about unbridled capitalism, had not Igured in the Soros connection. (Many were questioning if

plandemic driver was the Gates Foundation alone). Could only see the Gates Foundation, with former FDA and CDC

commissioners as advisors, weaving a web between WHO, CEPI, GAVI, and Big Pharma, probably the UN as well. Add in Geo

Soros' intentions and you see more of this worldwide economic attack being waged for natural resources and control.  Yes, the

US Govt has been missing billions over the past 20 years or more, no banker went to jail for 2007 Real Estate bubble.

Instead, US taxpayers bailed them out. What do we get 10 years later? A sovereign debt crisis with an even larger, risky

Derivative (or bad loan) market. Now worldwide across most developed nations, apparently the price tag for these mRNA shots

has pushed many countries beyond the point where they can recover. How is this going to play out? We know where recent

billions have gone. Why Ed Dowd is talking about fraud in clinical trials is another important key. Keep looking for more

breadcrumbs!
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Featherstone
Joined On 2/21/2009 3:12:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great info from excellent guest. Unfortunately much was dibcult to discern as his audio was spotty - probably due to mic being too far

from his mouth.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

* EMERGENCY ALERT *  This is the big one - read the WHO Bill below and more importantly UNDERSTAND IT AND SHARE WIDELY and

reject it utterly. I cannot emphasize just how important it is that you seriously consider, with a hindsight knowledge of their track

record and utterly psychopathic actions already, that this will pave the way for a Phase II "viral outbreak" that will be as fake as phase

1, the ‘next one that will get our attention” to paraphrase Bill Gates. If this passes the Corporations can wave International Law at the

Police and Military and have them act against us. If they resist, UN Forces will be compelled to act.  Any government that signs up to

this has committed treason against its people, has thus abdicated any right it has to govern and must be immediately removed in

order to ensure the safety and liberty of its nation. Resist this in every way possible - this is a MAXIMUM ALERT:

www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/coronavirus/pandemic-treaty/
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Appreciate the heads up. But where can one air their disapproval?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the info.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want to know what I believe is the greatest danger of vaccine passports, read the KJV Revelations of Jesus Christ chapter 14.

It's very clear that those who take the mark described here as needed to buy or sell, will be heading for eternal torment. We generally

call it 'hell.' Can anyone comprehend eternal? No end.... it never stops...., it's torment that never ends. Just let that sink in everytime

you're concerned about losing your house or dying of starvation. Those represent temporary suffering. God promises if we trust in

Him, he will deliver us through this time of temptation. And it is also written that no man cometh to the Father but by Jesus Christ.

Jesus said, I am the way, the truth and the life, no man cometh to the Father but by me.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Revelation 13. So what do you make of the fact that few religious people are protesting this stuff? Mostly seculars like Dr.

Mercola who acknowledge things are not right. The vast majority of Bible quoters are going along with this agenda. Mainly

non-Christians are crying out against it. Western Christians are complacently waiting on the "rapture" they feel entitled

to--because they are Christians who live in America.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The QUEEN is taking the Horse Dewormer Nobel Winning Wonder Drug Ivermectin? And me and my family have also been taking it for

Prevention since Sept 2021 and will continue.. GOD Bless the Queen, God Save the Queen, Long Live the Queen Many are praying for

the Queen Except Kamilla?  www.youtube.com/watch
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is progress? How do we deIne it? What is personal, civil, medical, political or any progress look like and how do we deIne it? A

lack of a deInition or what we need to focus on as being important shapes a black hole that sheds no light but sucks everything in. We

can not answer any questions or ask or shape any debate or concern until we understand what progress means and looks like.

Technology is inevitable if we chose to live in a modern society. The ebcient process and management of work and information

involves technology. So what rules must we require so that it can not be misused based on our deInitions.

Systems are there to serve us not for us to serve the system. Who is to be in control of these systems and what is their moral

make-up, integrity and beliefs? If we had a benevolent and darling government that had an unquestionable incorruptible nature,

integrity and moral behavior would we then accept this social credit system? Now what of a government that is able to be inXuenced

by powerful players or owes them, that takes an established or preconceived view rather than a fact based view based on merit,

mislabels, demeans or censors free speech, not always truthful or hides the truth, strips away personal freedom rather than

establishing, refuses to permit competing arguments or information that conXicts with their views and policies one could go on and

on.

In their hands technology could become punitive and used to control and censor which is human nature from as far back as human

history goes and no progression at all or a backward step. Levels of use or opting out must exist without penalizing would be a

requirement at the very least.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ottawa deja vu Jan 6...They already gotcha by your phones and facial recognition...card numbers, licenses, etc...Passports just

streamline your captivity to pick up where phones and the absurd mind control matrix leaves off....Just as good as an ear tag in a feed

lot...All for the monopolists to continue their industrial wars of theft and enslavement...Privacy, freedom and democracy are simply

popcorn treats fed to the animals.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ACLU has written that we can tuck our RFID chip containing documents into a mylar bag. If stopped in trabc by a police

obcer, tell them that you are not evading the law, instead you are protecting yourself from identity theft, considering that RFID

chip scanners are available online for less than $200, said the ACLU. We can do much the same with our cell phones and better

yet, leave them at home. If asked “was that you who logged in?” do not answer. Far from protecting from hacking as bogusly

alleged, this is their way of tracking you. Fact: We have a right to use a VPN, to travel freely, to use multiple devices, without

being tracked. Ditch Alexa, your Smart TV and Smart Anything, these are nothing but devices to listen in and record. Be smart,

not innocent about this! Become less trackable, refuse to be the hand that claps back!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randall, privacy, freedom and democracy are lost with people's ignorance and submission to the tyranny of authority. The

culprits of this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a

psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of

people on their way to the Great Reset. We can cite “Gell-Mann Amnesia effect” The “Gell-Mann Amnesia effect” was coined by

Michael Crichton, MD to describe the experience of encountering unreliable information in main stream media and the

“approved narrative” in your area of expertise, and knowing by Irst person experience that this narrative is wrong.

And then suspending your own critical thinking skills and trusting these same type of “experts” (legacy/mainstream “approved”

media) in another area outside of your expertise. DON'T BE BRAIN DEAD. By Robert W Malone MD

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/dont-be-brain-dead?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA..  (27/12/2022)
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Government is the Entertainment division of the military-industrial complex.” - Frank Zappa - (December 21, 1940 - December

04, 1993)
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please post an article about the CAUSE of skyrocketing real estate prices: Corporations buying up single-family homes and becoming

corporate landlords. Main Street Renewal is one such company. Please research it. Where I live, homes have increased by $100,000 in

just 2 years! If you look on Zillow.com, some areas have more rental properties than for-sale homes on the market. Please write an

investigative piece on how Wall Street is trying to turn the US into a nation of renters, thereby robbing people of the chance to build

equity and generational wealth. Advise your readers to NOT sell their house UNTIL they buy a new one Irst. Explain how they can use a

bridge loan to cover the cost since this is deInitely a sellers market. This type of news article will quickly grab the attention of atypical

Mercola readers. It will be an excellent way for us to reach our apathetic family members and friends who are otherwise oblivious to

what's going on.
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pil88995
Joined On 11/3/2014 2:04:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am Canadian. I tried to get cash from my bank last week. Seems they have a limit of $3000.00 per day per account. I raised my voice.

They Inally gave me a manager to talk to.  I went back the next day and did another withdrawal. I'd assume all banks are having

withdrawal limits. Does anyone else realize that if you don't have cash you might not be able to get enough out of the banks to live on.

Our government froze bank accounts and assets of Canadians in the Truckers Convoy. They froze assets of a Canadian who donated

$50.00 to the truckers. Did you say a "police state"? Police damaged/destroyed many Truckers Convoy trucks and then froze their

bank accounts for peacefully speaking up. There is much much more behind this tyranny as many of you so clearly outline. Thank you

for including Canadians.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK they are quietly passing new laws that give the police far more power and other new laws diminishing the peoples human

rights, whilst making every one feel happier by reducing restrictions.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trying to implementing a Neo-Feudalism combined with some depopulation from jabs and Ive jee and those who survive will be the

minions , own nothing, be happy and the world economic forum will own it all and one would hope that their mentally dis-eased

psyches will feel satisIed at last with their total control and ownership, but mental illness being what it is, it is very unlikely that

owning everything and controlling everything will be enough. Reason being that most mental illness stems from childhood events and

traumas and it is well known that if the sufferer has not faced and exorcised the old pains, no amount of present day satisfaction will

undo the driving force of the child withins' unmet needs or unexpressed pains. So we need to make sure these psychopaths get

treatment sharp shoot, because they cannot stop themselves, driven as they are.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beware people who, like me, give blood regularly...: Today....American Red Cross would not allow me to give blood unless I answered

questions about "vaccination" status. On the Rapid Pass pre-screening, there was an option to skip that question. But after vitals

taken, they would not proceed unless I answered yes or no (I did not, so I won't be giving blood unless this is resolved). The person

next to me had said yes to "vaccination" status (conIdential!) and they asked him which jab, how many boosters, what other vacccines

etc. Tracking...And their answer was that it was conIdential...and my experience is this: for over 30 years I have tried to get ARC to

correct their data in their database regarding my information.

They had listed that I had 3 different last names at 3 different times ( just a maiden name and married name, not a 3rd one). Their

electronic thermometers did not work several times. I took my pulse and compared to the persons' result taking it, and it was way off(I

am trained in taking pulses). For over 30 years, ARC refuses to acknowledge that a healthy runners' normal resting pulse is below 50;

so I do a sprint right before entry to donation site, to increase heart rate to 50 or above so I can give blood.

Imagine PTB assigning to an AI a standard interpretation of everyones' normal being their narrow minded vision of what is "normal"

and thinking my normal is abnormal. The ARC people I have interacted with don't question anything or take responsibility for the

standard operating procedures needing to be questioned or Ixed. God help us if blood transfusions are needed; this means the blood

bank is now contaminated with the jab ingredients completely.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" Having food, water, shelter and community makes you far more resistant to tyranny because if you don’t have these things, you need

the government to provide them for you." Ummm...no.  If you don't have those things, and "need" the government to provide them for

you, you STILL do not have them; but you DO have government operators regarding you and treating you as their property, their slave.

If you don't have those things, seek thm in the private sector, and in the underground economy, NOT from the government. Also,

remember that whatever you want the government to provide you, government operators must Irst rob it from you.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God. I ordered a huge amount of dry goods, and survival food, as well as seeds, and herb seeds. MY BF laughed at me.
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pil88995
Joined On 11/3/2014 2:04:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm a Canadian and doing the same. Stocking up with dry goods and seeds. Prices skyrocketing so I go to 3 good stores every

week and look for the specials. I can grow a lot of food on my balcony and in my community garden, 4' x 6"'. Small but easy with

good soil. Good to know how to do grow a few fast growing green veggies. Then how to use their seeds to keep growing them.

Get a few natural antibiotics, basic Irst aid and essential oils and make a kit. Pray.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will one be allowed to turn off his phone ever?
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can stomp on it...Oops
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this RFID?
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shine light on this Wetiko evil:    raise vibration powers of spirit-mind always : www.youtube.com/watch  Wetiko:  

www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/issue-brieIng-advancing-toward-digital..            

www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Advancing_towards_Digital_Agency_2022.pdf              

 www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Digital_certiIcates-vac..     apps.who.int/.../Rolling%20Agenda_Rev-en.pdf              

www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/coronavirus/pandemic-treaty/              

trea.com/information/methods-and-systems-of-prioritizing-treatments-va..
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really appreciate the video links Dr. Mercola. I keep them with the pdf of the article in my Iles and head over to Bitchute when I need

to revisit them or share them after the 24 hr post period.
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mer3337
Joined On 1/5/2016 1:49:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is merely a foretaste of the coming Mark of the Beast. While it will require (probably) a chip in the forehead or the right hand, the

results will be what you are seeing now: freezing of bank accounts and other things to basically cancel you from every day life. What

Trudeau is doing shows for all to see that the technology is there. It just needs to be honed down more to fulIll Bible prophecy.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau is a bad seed.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there are a lot and lot of unknowns, many questions. Israeli vaccines passports have been abolished long time ago. Yes, Israel was the

one to introduce these "passports", but also the Irst one to cancel them. New israeli government without Netanyahu, is much smarter.

PM Bennet is a Hi-Tech guy, who has developed few very successful startups in the past. So he understands very well what's going on

in the world. He obviously has chosen his advisors accordingly.Regarding digital currency, it's been here for a long time already. Very

few people are carrying paper money. Probably 80% of all transactions in the world are thru credit cards either online or at point of

purchase. Hopefully it stays this way.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think I'll pass on all of it. Better to die on my feet than live on my knees.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m going to say something that is going to sound completely insane and everyone who reads it will think I have lost my mind.

Regardless of your thoughts about my statement, the time will come when I’m proven right or wrong. What I want is to gain credibility

from everyone who may read this message and realize that I was the Irst to point it out. Here it is: I suspect that Obama has been

secretly running the white house still as President. I also fully expect for an announcement to come sometime in the near future,

acknowledging the fact that Biden isn’t mentally incapable of running the show (not that he ever was), and instead of the VP Harris

taking over, Obama will be crowned the new man in charge. I could explain why I’m saying this, but none of it matters if I’m wrong. This

is just an assumption based on many things that I feel in my heart. Feel free to criticize, but just remember that all of this can be

explained in detail if I had the time.  File this statement away for future reference
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pil88995
Joined On 11/3/2014 2:04:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe there have been high powered people behind each president and they are told exactly what to say and do or they don't

get elected. Presidents are not free thinking people. They have people behind them who are the real power, the Deep State.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There will never be another presidential election again. Obama will, in the near future assume the Presidency and be revealed

for what he is, the Son of perdition.
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benevolentdictator
Joined On 10/11/2011 3:58:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another threat in the USA is the massive expansion of civil asset forfeiture as USA law enforcement departments seize property and

money that exceeded $3 billion in 2020; no due process, no charges Iled, no conviction. They seize on suspicion alone. The 4th and

5th amendments no longer apply to private property and the victim must prove the assets were acquired legally (arbitrary).
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So grateful to have Dr. Mercola say that conventional medicine is as corrupt as the mainstream media. It seems that once big pharma

was able to bring Prozac to market there’s been no stopping them. Whether it was Bush Sr. on the board of Eli Lily, massive lobbying

money, FDA and media money takers, or all of this, since the binding assay for certain receptors was discovered to create mind

altering, diabetes, and immune modulating drugs, there seems to be no end to their Ield of medical inXuence. Not to mention statins.

It’s heartbreaking that so many patients are hypnotized by the lure of cures or a longer life. Hopefully, some are helped, but ultimately,

there’s no immunity from mortality.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Mark of the Beast in Revelation 13, has become a reality. I’ve been warning people for several years that the MIT created, Bill

Gates Inanced: “Quantum dot tattoo” - qualiIes as THE MARK. It hasn’t been rolled out yet, but it’s been waiting in the shadows for

several years already. The “Vaccines” are to put the nanotechnology into your body, and therefore the vaccine Passports are going to

be used to interface with them. Quantum dots = nanotechnology!!! Daniel 2:43 - I believe the “Iron and miry clay discussed here is in

reference to them introducing nanotechnology into humans”  Nobody will be able to buy/sell without the mark.

Research quantum dot tattoos for yourself, and then study God’s Word. We are at the moment in time when the world will be forced to

accept or reject this mark. The Bible has already prophetically told us what will happen. Time to separate the sheep from the goats.

Answers can be found within the Bible.  True knowledge and Wisdom are found within, and so is Salvation.  Here are speciIc books

and chapters to read if you don’t know where to get started: Daniel 2 Matthew 24 Revelation 13-14 All prophecy and relevant to the

days we are in.
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The author says make sure you have access to water and grow your own food. How can one have access to water if there is none on

one's property? I am 80 years old and I try to grow food. It is not easy. I have planted fruit trees that don't bear. I grow herbs,

cucumbers and tomatoes in pots, but I couldn't survive on what I grow and they don't grow year round.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I also have noticed that the Christians are getting the vaccines. However, those from the small independent churches seem to think for

themselves. The Christians who get vaccinated from where I sit are the Catholics and the Mormons. Interestingly those big churches

are invested in big pharma based on my cursory searches, which makes sense as they’re all about the money…..
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Global Landscape on Vaccine ID Passports, by Corey Lynn:

www.coreysdigs.com/health-science/corey-lynns-book-on-vaccine-id-passp..

 www.coreysdigs.com/?nltr=MjQ0OzQ2MTc2O2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNvcmV5c2RpZ3MuY..
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only if WE let them. The problem is too many are letting them. The solution is happening right in front of us, as the triple-jabbed are

getting sicker and dying at rates not experienced since the 20th century sanitation revolution. And it is only the mere tip of the iceberg.

Stay strong, the momentum of reality is very much on our side.   And the economic collapse will become abundance not known since

post-plague Europe (but likewise fraught with perils from remaining predators) for those of us who can navigate the gauntlet. That is

the real meaning of the road to hell being easy and the road to heaven being hard and tortuous. The Crime Engine is Throwing Rods

and Smoking, and observation by Jon Rappoport:  blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/02/25/the-crime-engine-of-the-world-is-th..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice! "More rods will break off and punch holes through engine blocks, and more pistons will plow into cylinder heads. It’s

Christmas."
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeppers, rrealrose. Like Jon says, an amateur operation by impatient hotheads for whom gradualism was not good enough.

They turned up the heat way too high, and some frogs are succumbing early, but many times more are jumping out of the pot at

an increasing rate.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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I am thinking of the Inale of the marvelous TV series The Prisoner, in which #1 is revealed at last.  Any guesses as to who that

is, from the unfamiliar?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

balhawk, Some govt systems were left antiquated (for example the "do nothing congress for 30 to 40 years now", in other cases,

new bills were passed or old bills were gotten rid of, for the beneIt of those aware. Systemic corruption and rot eventually set

in. So many possible players, so little time? 5 or 6 main puppetmasters? Most likely we know who they are.
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benevolentdictator
Joined On 10/11/2011 3:58:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The USA government currently has an active social credit score plat form. Under the guise of a private entity called, MyLife.com. The

reason I think this is government backed entity is that they have unique pieces of information that I only used once and that was the

2010 US Census. The US Census says they will never sell or give out the personal data of an individual but MyLife.com has it in my

proIle. I call these unique pieces of info "tracers" as I only use them once so I can determine the leaked source. In this particular case

I listed my religious abliation as druid/wicca (I am neither and this is the only time I ever made this claim).
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LoriJean
Joined On 5/14/2008 11:47:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this advice, Dr. Mercola. We, in Canada, need to know this. Keep these articles Xowing. Thank you again.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone here seen that Black Mirror episode "Nose Dive"? It seems to predict what we're heading for--only I believe reality is

worse--with the social score system. The irony is the show provides the solution. Drop out of the System. It's not worth it.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So besides gold, silver and cryptos, what are some assets likely to retain value and still be transferable/trade-able going forward?

Owning land? Do we consider the stock market will be wiped out as part of the economic collapse? Will all debt then also be wiped

out? Is this economic collapse of ALL currencies, or might some currencies in countries less on board with WEF plans perhaps stay

aXoat? Would love to know what you all think.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eminent domain can be used. And paying property taxes can pose a challenge. My hope is the System will collapse within a few

years. Buy land and homesteading equipment. You can't eat precious metals. In a constricted local economy barter is best.

Metals may be useful if civilization survives the Reset's collapse. And I believe it will.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weeheen, I theorized this about a year ago that the great reset is designed to cause an economic crash. What really got me

thinking this way was a comment Biden said. Part of Biden's "build back better" plan is to strip away any extra property people

own. I have 4. His plan is to tax anyone that owns property they dont live in massive amounts! In his own words he said no one

should own more than one house! I have 2 houses, another property with a camper on it, and some land that has no services,

but has a lot of trees. The way he worded it, I would be charged for 3 of those 4 properties as if they were children I pay child

support for.

That would force most people to sell their properties. There's the catch! No one will buy these properties for fear of Inancial

penalties. That's when you have to Ile bankruptcy and give your property to the state. Anyone living in/on these properties will

be relocated to the big cities. It's basically what they are doing today with the illegal immigrants crossing our borders. Then that

explains all the massive construction projects for new apartments in all the major cities. These will be our future homes. It's all

part of the "great reset"
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weehen, read Rensmith and Arlen1's replies carefully. Also note whatever Almond says when she posts b/c she and partner

have well-developed survival skills, and are arable-land owners.. Your proIle suggests you're a single parent. This puts you at a

disadvantage if you don't have household members who are skilled with Irearms, both for hunting and self-defense. I

reluctantly agree with any poster who hopes for the best but prepares for the worst.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

weehen, you asked, "So besides gold, silver and cryptos, what are some assets likely to retain value and still be

transferable/trade-able going forward? Owning land?" Answer: The asset of knowledge. Knowledge that is in demand.

Knowledge of how to Ix things; make things; grow things; trade goods and services without leaving a paper trail; knowledge of

arithmetic; of how to speak and write intelligibly and powerfully, persuasively.  Knowledge is private, stored in one's brain until it

is shared. It is portable anywhere on earth. It cannot be stolen. The physical products of knowledge can be stolen, true, but not

knowledge itself. It cannot be lost or destroyed except by someone blowing one's brains out. That is why tyrants--sociopaths

and psychopaths all--round up the educated people, the intellectuals, and murder them, and burn their books.  Want to take

down tyrants ? Withdraw your consent to provide them your knowledge, and your consent to be tyrannized.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russia has the lowest vax rate in Europe... I would think Putin is not in on this Great Reset, can you imagine how he feels, they are

trying to digitally steal his country!
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Putin is/was a member of the WEF Young Global Leaders. How much he buys in is impossible to know, but you can consider

that this entire war is the latest “scamdemic”. I’m not saying real people are not being horribly hurt and killed etc, but I’m saying

that the reasons and motives we are presented with by any and all media are perhaps a total lie. This war of 2 sides is the

globalist way….Red vs. Blue, Vaxxed vs. Unvaxxed, Dem vs. Republican, CNN vs. Fox…they love to set up 2 “sides” so we can

choose our team, and net result is we are distracted, inactive and fearful, never realizing that they control both sides anyway. I

see the whole thing as a sleight of hand, a clever magician’s trick. Perhaps this is like the wars of 1984…perhaps it will even be

perpetual?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Putin--regardless of morals or motives--opted out of the Reset. The globalists want to teach him a lesson and gobble up Russia.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every road to hell was paved with "good intentions".  Remember that "feel good" Age of Aquarius song from the early 70's...I must have

missed that part about being face down in the street with a jackboot on my throat watching my family being carted away "for their

safety"
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the stupid Left Behind novels left that part out.
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K.Wilson
Joined On 2/17/2021 11:05:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just a clariIcation, it wasn't a journalist in Canada talking about the truckers, the Freedom Convoy who said ‘These guys don't

represent Canadians; 90% of Canadians have taken the vaccine and they're all perfectly happy with the restrictions, the mandates.’ It

was our vile human of a Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's not "my" PM. He's a piece of Deep State, WEF excrement! When this idiot says: "I actually admire China for it's dictatorship";

how can anyone 'believe' that he is working for the best interest of Canadians! That utterance alone - leaves no room for doubt

as to who he really works for!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Winston Churchill said "never ever give up". What is happening to the truckers? I hear their bank accounts are okay, but are they

out of jail?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/27/2022 11:02:54 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read the quote and thought, "If a journalist said it how can we know it's really that high?" Worth noting a lot of vaxxed people I

know oppose this kind of ID. They can see everything about you on the app. But good luck telling the vaxxholes that. They enjoy

that secure feeling they get from a warm boot stomping in their faces forever.
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Jocelico
Joined On 3/10/2021 8:14:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canadian Bankers Association Promotes Digital IDs And Refers To WEF :

m.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=54&v=jRXR86wVSNw&feature=emb..
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bank accounts are ok? there is no money at all in banks- unless you considers zeros and ones to be money banks are another

monument to nihilism money is from market, not from the State. even aristotle is wrong about this
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ducking for cover will not put psychopaths like Bill Gates and Klaus Shwab in prison. Nor will ducking for cover wrest control of

National currencies from organizations such as the IMF or Bank for International Settlements. Control of currencies needs a REAL

reset, and the public needs to get a clue about whom they allow into the public spere of Inance. My suggestion is to simply follow the

suggested methods employed by the "Great Reset". That is: ConIscate all assets held by the current perpetrators and Nationalize

proIts. Refuse access to ALL public infrastructure, including aircraft and shipping. Force them to be injected with the failed

concoctions they now approve. Dress them up in orange suits and black masks... These bastards need a complete exorcism from our

Inancial and legal systems. Quit ducking for cover and take up the offensive position they hold so dear.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great idea. You Igure out how to do it.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paul well said! And if it can be said that civilians would be in prison for the very things you mention, grand theft, embezzlement,

and much worse, then if the banks can allegedly get away with t his, if the public obcials can get away with it, well can they

really have it both ways? Oh really? We have to invoke that and hold them to it. Just ridiculous! I think the trucking convoys hold

a big solution and I hope for more very peaceable resistance, which will cause the entire structure to fall. And we the people

have the power to wake up others in very strategic circles.

I said, strategic. I did not say, write to your family members and friends, who will only turn against you. Instead, send links and

books (RFKs and Dr Mercola's books) to School Parent Teacher Associations. They talk to principals, health departments,

obcials, teachers, their kids, and wake up multiples of cross sectors. They are very strategic, especially now. You can bet the

other side will try to fell this plan, prepare for rebuttals to the rebuttals and keep the education going! Accept no nonsense.

We can also write to lawyers, retired doctors, ask them to speak to the underground news media. Ask underground news media

for news coverage. Where there is a will there is a way! To foil the plot, simply work by economics, help build the great

resistance! The truth: The suffering caused to the masses has already caused a great wakeup of the masses. This is only going

to continue. At Irst it may seem like the tyrants are winning but in the end, they are going to fail in their power grabs, just as

Ghandi said.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will get the planet down to the 500 million that they want to, one way or another. Does anyone out there realize that the US has 25

bioweapon labs all over the world? Here is the link: dilyana.bg/the-pentagon-bio-weapons   Thanks to Kyle Young, The Secular Heretic.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think they have a lot more than that. "There are now 20,000 people at 400 sites around the US working with putative

bioweapons germs, says Hammond, 10 times more than before the terrorist attacks of 9/11." This is from 2007.

www.newscientist.com/article/dn12197-plague-of-bioweapons-accidents-af..
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I used to know the answer to that question and I think Randy's number is closer to the correct number. Part of the discrepancy is

in deIning what a bioweapons lab is. If you do anything concerning virus research you should be called a bioweapons lab (in my

opinion). That would raise the number to over 2,000.
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kara224
Joined On 2/17/2022 7:16:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the wise enough, realize [they`re] out to kill most, Then, assassinations of the [pigs] will carry on with a war of millions of guns

and ammo in America.Guerrilla Ighting will carry on.Shame on man[un]kind...
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yeah, and this thing with Russia and Ukraine is just another tool in the tool box of the economic downfall. Already we are seeing

prices here in the US affected by this "see the monkey" kind of thing. We have become so blinded by our great economic system that

'allows' us to have nearly everything we want 'on credit' that we can't realize when we are being played for suckers!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whitney Webb & the Unlimited Hangout reveal that Putin is among the Young Global Leaders Soros & Schwaub cultivated. He

was 41 back then & the 'cut-off' supposedly 38....but exceptions can be made for Gorbachev watermelon red (green on the

outside, red within) cronies, former head of the KGB w/ so many useful connections, so much useful knowledge, such power &

proven ability to deceive, of proven amoral willingness to do 'whatever it takes' for the agenda.  He's also cultivated the image of

being head & representative of old trad cat Russian Orthodox 'defender of the faith'...of life & 'Christianity'. Many in the

Philippines so see him, professors without a sure word, or the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures, in both the East &

West.

Of course, that arm of Rome is in concordat & subservient to Rome West: along with every other Craft & their heads, State &

religious (spiritual but not religious....right). That ol' whore even has an 'alien' ecumenical 'evangelism' plan for when the beast

ascends from the bottomless pit, & the stars fall. Woe to the world when THAT happens. Jews beware. Hitler may not have been

the only scourge chasing God's people back to their land, & something very ugly, hard, antisemitic is rising in the world. Isaiah

13&17 KJB.

Beware the Xattery& remember the book with the Jewish name is the word of God: the King James/Jacob when the time comes

& direction is required. Misogynists & antichrists hate that book for a reason: the light it shines exposing every lie, a lamp to our

feet, a light to our path. All things hidden will be revealed in the light in the end. Beginning w/the books of Daniel, Zechariah,

Isaiah, Hebrews & Revelation KJB. May many out of Israel be redeemed. We pray for the peace of Jerusalem & the mother of

the free indeed is Jerusalem above, not that which is called Sodom & Egypt, Revelation 11 & Galatians 4 KJB.
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cbusht_
Joined On 1/29/2022 5:30:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much $$$$$ would you think is our “beloved” University of TN -Chattanooga receiving for hosting, housing, and operating the

servers connected to The World Economic Forum cameras along Martin Luther Drive in Chattanooga ( “Gag City… ah er, Gig City) TN?

As Chattanooga is one of two test cities in the United States sponsored by the WEF.
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onekindr
Joined On 2/21/2022 4:41:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any rule of law based on Fraud must be addressed by citizens of the world. The whole narrative of terminology (fear porn) must be

addressed. If you know about patent laws (Monopoly creation) , you cannot patent nature-hence you cannot patent water but can

patent an invention to analyze water quality or contents. How can Pirbright Institute (UK Imperial crown) patent coronavirus (US

10.130.701 B2 applied for 7/312015 granted 2018 for a VACCINE treating a disease such as infectious bronchitus? Coronavirus is

being used by so called scientiIc community as a virus in nature causing bronchitus.

Same holds true for SARS Cov 2. PIzer started the patent process for Sever Acute Respiratory Syndrom CeritiIcate Vaccine -2 (Book

nrevelations Chap 2. Which Modernas patent 2016 cherry picks gene sequencing. This goes beyond belief that these 2 so called

bioweapons  are of and in nature! The best is the COVID-19. as the fake PCR test was Irst Iled by R Rothschild 2015. which describes

analytical and detection of a coronavirus such as COVID-19! Never existed in nature. hence the fraud is not allowed to be exposed by

corrupt institutions.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

learn the difference between natural law and positive law- positive law claims that laws of government have the same status as

laws of nature
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't understand, in Europe passports have been fully deployed. Why do you need a passport, if vaccinated or not vaccinated can

spread equally the disease? It is a non sense for me
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s all about controlling people
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It is a non sense for me" Yeah, especially in the EU where closed borders have supposedly become moot???
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is clear that vaccine passport is to enforce governments and manipulate aka control people. However it lacks any logic and

people do not react against. Restaurants continue asking for it, crazy.
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou mentions Patrick Henningsen with regard to Grand Jury etc. PH is also a contributor to ukcolumn.org which is live online

Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 1pm and then available for catch-up. An interesting programme with news not conIned to the UK.
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MamaBear760
Joined On 2/27/2022 3:41:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The so called “smart health card” is coming. So far, 30 States have signed on. Rumor has it that now even Texas and Florida have

signed on to this. Who in those states is the one who actually signs on to this? Is it the Governor? I read somewhere that CA’s Governor

Newsom is a 2005 graduate of Klaus Schwab’s Young Global Leaders just like Trudeaux, Merkel, Putin and Ardern (different years

though). California is not the best state to be in, but then again: which state is? If FL and TX are out, what is left? And what happens

after the March 1st deadline to sign the treaty with the WHO? If that goes in effect in August of 2024, it means that all member

countries will have to surrender their own constitution as the WHO overrides it. If the WHO (or rather it’s funder, and please look up

which foundation the next largest private funder after the U.S.

is) declares that the “green fog” is coming upon the world or some other environmental or health threat, and because of that everyone

has to be injected with something or be in lockdown, every member country who signed this treaty will have to follow that demand.

Search for Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger. She spoke at a 5-hour meeting with Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi and others, and she explained the urgency

of this treaty very well. She is talking from about 2:21 to 2:45 hrs, but if you have the time, please listen in on the whole session.

default.salsalabs.org/T251e49a0-6b48-4ef4-a6fd-1251ce313979/f993575f-d..
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Tigerpal54
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:10:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read where two India Indian women (two separate instances) starved to death when their digital cards were rejected upon

presentation for a rice allotment!!!
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought with the easing of 'restrictions' and the Supreme Court denying Bidens' vaccine mandates, this was a moot point
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone traveling still has to show proof of vaccination. The WHO has to call an end to the pandemic before any government

drops the vaccine mandates. Even then, it doesn't mean they will drop the vaccine mandates. I personally don't care. They can

mandate their way to hell and it won't affect me. It is so stupid, it's funny. They want to punish the unvaxxed by denying us

services. How retarded is that? I just laugh at these idiots. That just means I wont be spending any money for their services.

THAT'S A WIN WIN! I keep my hard earned money, pay fewer taxes, and watch the entire world Ile bankruptcy. You cant Ix

stupid, but you can put stupid out of business.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen1, the self-righteous compliant are digging their own graves. Small business owners are taking the side of those out to

bankrupt or poison them.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even I wasn't expecting this one: COVID-19 case and hospitalization rates increased among people who got a COVID-19 vaccine

following the emergence of the Omicron virus variant, according to newly published data from the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC). According to the data, which is submitted to the CDC by health departments across the country, the COVID-19 case

rate in fully vaccinated people rose by more than 1,000 percent between Dec. 11, 2021, and Jan. 8, 2022.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not surprised at all. If you look at the history of coronavirus vaccines, they all failed due to ADE. The reason vaccinated

people are getting sicker from Omicron than unvxxed people is ADE. The people who got boosted are getting even sicker than

the unboosted. What bothers me is that not one single government is admitting this. There were some reports out of Japan's

Ministry of Health back in Aug 2021 that said ADE was the most likely culprit for all the Delta breakthrough cases. Big Pharma's

"Fact Checkers" immediately jumped on that report and declared it as "fake news". Japan dropped the jabs for Ivermectin in Aug

2021 and by the end of Oct they had ZERO new infections! You can't even look that up now. Even Japan's Ministry of Health

retracted that statement from their website. Why would they do that? MONEY! Im sure PIzer paid them to retract that

statement.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks like 300.00 people over 60 are being Ined for resisting the jab and most of them, hopefully all, are going to sue for damages in

the EU courts. A law has been passed to the effect that debt to the revenue dept of €500 or more justiIes asset seizure so considering

the number of unemployed or low income pensioners, they’re going after our homes. I haven't met that many people who have a clue

about what’s being discussed in the video here today. There’s another new law that will send you inside for six months if what you say

makes someone else uneasy, afraid and that makes people laconic. Our gofer boy is one of master’s best.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Mihail, the Austrian Government announced this Sunday that from February 1 the mandatory coronavirus vaccine will be

applied to all residents over 18 years of age, that is, for about 7.4 of the 8.9 million inhabitants of the central European country.

After an initial phase of transition and information, the Austrian police will start on March 16 to carry out random checks on the

vaccination status of people. From that moment, unvaccinated residents of Austria may be Ined 600 euros. If the citizen

persists in his intention not to be immunized, the sanction can go up to 3,600 euros a year, but it will not imply the possibility of

going to jail. The authorities will send a reminder letter to all unvaccinated people, according to the law that establishes

compulsory vaccination. If you ignore this letter, a mandatory appointment to be vaccinated will be imposed, and in case of

ignoring the authorities, the Ine will be applied automatically.
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are you in Europe?
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m in Athens Greece. Unjabbed of all ages haven’t been allowed inside anywhere except food & drug stores for the last four

months and parliamentary opposition is in on it so it’s up to us to spread the word. A couple of friends are now refusing the third

shot, willing to be Ined, best news I heard in years.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a perspective and wonderful Monty Python: www.youtube.com/watch
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everybody----every single person so far whose posts I have read today----is Playing Victim and tooting the horn of fear. You are all

directly participating in the rise of dictatorship. STOP IT! STOP PLAYING VICTIM! The laws prohibit all that is being talked about!

Powers that be stand down when the law is invoked! The Great Dictator of Canada has back peddled due to Legal pressure from the

people and his own Senate! Entire dictatorships have fallen down when the masses protested quite peacefully! It is time for the

nonsense to stop! In the USA, the 4th and 14th amendments prohibit conIscating of assets! See my thread for further legal and

constitutional thoughts. I am not an attorney, but it requires no law degree to Igure this out and to read the US Constitution, to link and

share its information. Ask an attorney if you have legal questions, and meanwhile please spread the links to the US Constitution quite

widely, and invoke it with the powers that be!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Somebody cut and pasted this to a separate comment, I had it originally posted as comment to someone's thread. Is this forum

hacked? Whoever moved this, it was not me!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love reading your posts mirandola, and agree all the time.... but I am thinking -- all these laws -- look at our doctors, what

percentage thought and acted for themselves, doing what was right for the patient?  very few... I go out and see that no matter

that the mask mandate is gone, 50% of people are still wearing them. I ride the bus without one, while the mask is still law (?) on

it. But I am the only one...people stare but say nothing.  I live in the USA, I love reading all the foreigners posts here!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Criminals are running the show and the majority continue living in denial. Nothing will convince them otherwise. A lot of

conservative Boomers I know think I'm crazy. They say, "Well we can take the House back in November." As though that will

change anything. "You shouldn't go around reading Conspiracy Theories all the time." "Gotta get boosted. Why are you opposed

to the wonders of modern medicine? Do you think we'd be better off with a bunch of kids in iron lungs or folks dying of

smallpox?"
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola, who is going to enforce these laws? Who makes these laws? Laws reXect opinions on what is thought to be right or

wrong at that time. Laws are like Liberals, every city has them. In many cases, laws are simply another source of revenue. When

the people in charge have a different opinion they ignore the law and pass mandates or executive orders to get around the laws.

When these people in charge manage to become a super majority, they change the laws. In other words, laws aren't worth the

paper they are written on. A law gives someone in charge an easy way to control the masses. "You broke the law so you must be

punished!". Jaywalking is against the law, but it never gets inforced because it's a frivolous law.

You have to cross the road at the most dangerous location in all major cities (the intersection). No one questions this. Anyone

who follows these crosswalk laws is brainwashed. They are victims of social engineering. "You must cross the road where I tell

you to....it's the law!" Then you drive 10 miles down the road to the next town and they have no designated crosswalks. The

pandemic has brought these hippocracies to people's attention. Today they mandate you have to wear a mask to go into public

places, but then these leaders go to a bar or restaurant with no mask. In other words, laws are meant to control the sheeple. The

people making these laws will never follow the law or enforce the law upon their elite class.
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